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HANDLING OF INDUSTRIAL INJUHIES
UNDEfl TEE WORKllEN ' S
C OMPENSATI ON ACT OF KB};'IUCKY

INThODUCTION

Prior to the adoption of the pl'inciple of
workmen's compensation an employee who had received
a work-injury could collect damages only by proving
that the injury had been caused by the negligence
of bis employer.

However, tOday the element of

faul t has been elimina te.d and the worker's right to
receive momentary benefits depends primarily on
whetber or not the injury arose during and out of
the empl oyrnen t.
Workmen's Compensation was the first form
of social insurance adopted in this country.

Each

of the separate states has now passed its own law
on the subject, but in each of the laws the entire
cost of the insurance is to be carried by the employer.

These laws are based upon the theory that

a large portion of industrial accidents are social
in origin rather than individual and that the privations which frequently accompany an injury come not
from the fault of the individual but from sources
over which the individual has no control.

It is upon

this premise that the states have passed laws forcing, or- strongly encouraging, the employer' to insure
their workers against industrial injuries on terms
determined by the state.
i

I,
I
j

This survey proposes to study the administration of tr..e Kentucky 'Norkm.en's Compensation Act

,
I

I,

and to learn, in so far as the State records show,
the economic effects of the law upon the worker.
It is based upon a study of the records on
file with the Workmen's Compensation Board in Frankfort, Kentucky, covering the period from July 1, 1946
to December 31, 1946.

Tne choosing of the period

for study involved several factors.

An attempt was

made to find a period which would furnish a large
number of closed cases or else cases operating under
an officially apf,roved

.

It

open n agreement, and also

a period which involved as broad a coverage of employers as possible.

Since many of the most serious

cases are left open for long periods, sometimes
running into years, the use of a limited period in
1948 would not have included numerous serious cases.
Although a period prior to the last half of 1946 would
have given an even greater percentage of such cases,
nevertheless if such a period had been selected it
would have ante-dated the important amendment to the
Act which became effective June 19, 1946, whieh made
operation under the provisions of the Act virtually
compulsory for all hazardous employments, and thus
greatly increased the number of employers operating
under the Act. Thus the period selected combined the
ii

•

ma~um

coverage of workers with the maximum number

of cases operating under signed agreements.

The

1946 amendment caused an increase of approximately
30% in the number of employers carrying compensation
insurance. l It also increased coverage in the more
danger'ous occupa ti ons •

In vi ew of thes e fac ts the

last half of 1946 was selected for examination.
The limiting off this study to work accidents received by workers who come under the provisions of the Workmen's Compensation Act automatically excludes several large classes of employees:
agricultural workers, domestic servants, and persons

I .

working for an employer who hires less than three
pers ons • 2

1
I

I t has been es tima ted that no more than

half of the gainfully employed persons in the United States are covered by one of the Workmen's Compensation Acts. 3

It is impossible to tell the propor-

tion in Kentucky but it is probably no higher than
the proportion for the entire nation.
Employers are not required to report to
the Compensation Board accidents which incapacitate
1. An increase from 13,083 for the fiscal year 1945-46
to 17,527 for the fiscal year 1946-47. Annual Report
of the Department of Industr'ial Relations, Commonwealth of~entucky, Fiscal Year 1946-47, p. 18.
2. Kentucky Revised Statuates (henceforth referred to
as KRS,) 342. 040
3. U.S. Bureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin 78(1946)p. 5
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the worker for less than

tVIO

leave any permanent injury.4

days and which do not
These are usually call-

ed "Medical-only" cases because no disability benefits are paid in such cases, and the only expense to
the employer, or his insurance carrier,is for the
medical services furnished to the injured employee.
Statistics for Missouri in 1931 showed that 707b of
the work injuries in the:state involved no more than
three days disability.5

Since the present study in-

volves only the cases reported to the Board, a large
portion of industrial accidents were eliminHted because of the shortness of the disability.

The prac-

tice among employers in Kentucky is to report to the
Board only a few cases in which less than eight days
is missed from work.
I

,t

During the fiscal year of 1946-47, the
Compensation Boar'd received 19,307 reports of acci ...
dents in which there was either a permanent injury
or an absence from

WOY·le.

6

It is realized that some

of the cases reported during the fiscal year occurped prior to July 1, 1946;

nevertheless, based on

these figures it is estimated that between 9000 and
4. KFtS 342.040
5. Dodd, W. F., Administration of Workmen's Compensation, The Commonwealth FUnd (193~)), p. 620
6. Annual Report of the Department of Industrial
Relations, Op Cit, p. 18.

,
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and 10,000 injuries occurred during the six-month
period involved in this study.

Since this was en-

tirely too large a group of cases for intensi ve
study, a saInple of 339 cases was taken from the wbole
period and in intensi-ve examination made of the files
in these cases.

The methods used in selecting these

cases and the tests used in an effort to establish
the proportionality and reliability of the sample
are described in Appendix A.
Compensable injuries are classified according to whether they are fatal, permanent, or
temporary.
subdi\~ded
de~l th

The last two classifications are each
into partial and total disabilities.

A

cas e is defined as one in whi ch the injured

employee dies from the injury received within a period of two years after the injury.

A permanent

total case is one in which the worker is completely and permanently incapacitated from engaging in
any ordinary gainful employment.

A permanent par-

tial case is one in which the worker is left with
a permanent impairment which will partially disable
him in the future.

A total temporary disability is

one in which the worker is completely disabled from
lvorking for a period beyond the day on which the

v

injury occurs,but from which a complete recovery
is made without any residual permanent injury.

A

temporary partial injur:l is one whicl1 makes it necessary for the worker to do light work at reduced
pay for a period.
in this

sa~ple

Only a small portion of the cases

involved deaths or permanent injuries.

In order to develop figures relying on a broader base,
certain material was abstTllcted from the Hegister
maintained by the Board on all cas es 'occurring during the last half of 1946 which involved either of
these

t~o

categories.

The Register is a large ledg-

er-style book which summarizes some of the more important facts from each case, such as the nature of
the injury, the length of disability, the pay scale
of the employee, and the total amount of disability
he was paid.

One line in the Register is devoted to

each accident reported to the Board.

However at the

time the case is reported only a file number, the date
of the injury and the names of the employer and employee are filled in.

It is not until the case is

later closed or a preliminary "open" agreement is
filed by the parties and approved by the Board that
the more pertinent information is inserted in the
Register, and for this reason the Register gives
little or no information on a case in which no signed agreement has been filed.

Bven. on the closed

cases the Register does not show such information
as the

promptnes~)

ments were made.

and regulari ty wi th whi ch t:t:e payThe hegistdr showed that in all there

were 85 fatalities and 936 cases of

pe~manent

partial

injury during the last six months of 1946.
The information obtainable from the;. Register
was extremely limited.

However when the entire file

was examined in the 339 c.ases selected for a sample,
far more intimate inforlllation was obtained concerning the injured worker.
not to write a
sation laws.

The I!oal of this study was

le~alist+c

study of one of the compen-

Instead an effort was made to look at

the Kentucky Vlorkmen's Compensation Act from the
level of the worker who has been injured and will recei ve benefi ts according to the pI'ovisi ons of the Act.
The general literature on the subject at
the ti-:.e that the various workmen's compensation laws
were being adopted was that they should assure prompt
payment of benefits at a rate at or above the subsistence level to the injured employee, or to the
dependents of those killed in industry, regardless
of who was at faul t in the accident. 7

In order to

achieve this both the employer and the employee must
7. The report of the cmnmission which drafted the

1914 Kentucky Act was not obtainable.
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give up certain old

c~non

law rights and receive in

return certain new rights which are based entirely
upon the compensation statute.

The employee gives

up the right to sue for, and possibly obtain, unlimited money damages, but in return for making this
concession he is relieved of the duty of proving that
the employer was negligent toward him.

On the other

hand the employer loses c.ertain legal defenses but
he limi ts. his exposure to that amount provided for by
the state legislature.

By the use of standard actu-

arial principles it is possible for the employer to
. predict in advance how much he will have to payout
in the fonn of benefits in any definite period of
time and to add this amount to the cost of his product.

In this manner much of the ga..'1lble is removed
for all parties. 8 The present-day acceptance of the

principle is shown b:,c the fact that workmen's compensation legislation has been adopted by every state
in the Union. 9 The minutes of the International
Association of Ind\lstrial ,Accident Boards and Oommissions (henceforth called I.A.r.A.B.c.)lO show
8. US Bureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin 78, (1946),
p. 1

9. The Mississippi Workmen's Compensation Act went into effect in early 1948, making the acceptance of
the system unanimous. Monthly Labor Review,September, 1948, p. 1
lO.Published as bulletins of the US Bureau of Labor
Statistics.

that the idea has been endorsed by both organized
labor and organized capital.
After almost forty years of acceptance of
workmen's compensation, the two most often debated
questions today are: how wide a range of workers
will be brought under the acts and how adequate
shall be the disability payments made to the workers'?

C ONCLUSI ONS

In order to study the Kentucky Workmen's
Compensation Act from the view point of the injured
workers who are affected by it, it was first necessary to find out ,who these 339 injured men and
women were.

Therefore the investigation sought to

learn the worker's age, weekly wage, number of dependents, along with the nature of the injury received and the amount of benefits paid as compensation for the injury.
It was sought to learn both how the worker
was affected by the law as it was written and further
to learn how the pro"\r1si ons of the law were altered
in practice by the actions of the employer and of
the Board.

In the effort to discover the types of

ix

injured workers involved, several facts were developed from the sample,:

the average age of the workers

was 37.8 years and the average weekly wage was $46.79.
When the age was analyzed according to
type of' injury, the highest average age was among the
fatal cases and. the lowest was among the total temporary cases, indicating that it was the older worker who was most greatly aff'ected by the 1946 amendment with regard to hazardous employments.
It was further indicated that 86.3% of the
injured employees were married.

Among the coal miners

there was an average of 3.8 dependent children for
each married miner, in the cases where the number of
dependents were definitely given.

Unfortunately it

was impos"ible to obtain figures on the number of
dependent children in the other industries in the
state.
In 85% of the cases the weekly benefit paid
amounted to less than 65% of the weekly wage.

There

was a very definite correlation between high salaries
and the more serious injuries.
temporary cases was $45.51;

The average in total

for permanent partial

injuries it was $55.43, and in the fatal cases taken
from the regis ter it was

~)59

.11.

When the dis tri bu-

ti on of the wage was made a.>nong the total temporary

x

Cas es it was found to be bimodal wi th a peak in the
:~,30.00 to ~40.00 range and a second, lesser peal<: in

the ~i'60.00 to ~70.00

a week range.

This differential

in the wage rate could be result of' the degree of
skill of the worker. seniority, unionization
factors.

1"'1'

()i}lpr

However, when the wage was charted in perma-

nent partial cases, it rose irregularly to a single
peak in the i;60. 00 to ~f7Q.• 00 a week range.

The

chart for the wage distribution in fatal cases was
bimodal, but with the lesser peale in the :11'30.:)0 to
~40. 00

a week range a',ld the big peak in t1:-';e

to ~80. 00 a week groups.

'iJl:en

ly benefi twas contras ted wi tL

~)60. 00

tt: e amount of the weekL~ t;

average wages, it

was found that the benefi t amounted to 31. 6;~ in the
total teElporary cas es and 25. 3}; in the fa tal cas es •
Due to the multiplicity of variables in the permanent
partial cases no such calculation was possible in terms

xi

of a percentage of the wage. ll
As a basis for comparing the effect of the
amount of the weekly benefit on the standard of living of the injured worker, two govern.:nent-prepared
budgets for 1946 were examined.

One of these was a

family budget for city workers prepared by the U.S.
Depal"'tment of Labor, which call.ed for an income of
~48.48

a week.

Kentucky

The other:was one prepared by the

Depar~~ent

of Industrial Relations for a

working woman without dependents, which called for
an incoille of

~30.04

a week.

In

a(~dition

to this,

cognizance was tal<:en of the minimum wage for women
in Kentucty of 50¢ an hour, or $24.00 a week.

The

minimum wage adopted as a subsis tence level for women was
the

result of the above mentioned budget study.

11. The only similar study which could be found was one
by Dr. Frank Horlacher which was incorporated in his
book, The Effects of Workmen's Com ensation in
Pennsllvania,Co:rrLllonweal th 0 Pe:;nsylvania epartment of Labor and Industry, Bulletln 40, (1934).
It was based both on the records of the Pennsylvania Compensation Board and on interviews with the
injured worker. This was done as a Civil Works
project Hith a large staff of as··istants. It
attempted to discover how adequately the benefit
payments had maintajned the pre-accident standard of
living. rrhis study was made during a period of low
wages and low employment. Therefore it is rather
difficul t to compare tl~,e results of Horlacher's
study with the figures for Kentucky during a
period of high employment. Due to the limited
time allotted to this study no effort was made to
interview any of the injured wor1-:ers.

xii

When the average benefi t payment of

~;17 .35

a week

in total t0mpOl'ary cases was compared wi tY. these
three figures it amounted to 35.8% of the city family
budget, 57.8~b of the working woman's budget, and 72.3~~
of the minimwn wage for women.
It is difficult to compare the

pa~~ents

made

in permanent partial cases because of the added variable of the degree of impairment, which only indirectly affects his wage scale after his return to
work.
However, when these three figures are compared to the weekly allowance to dependents in fatal
cases, the average payment of ~14.93 amounts to 30.8%
of the family budget, 49.4% of the woman's budget and
62.2% of the minimum wage for women in Kentucky.

The benefits which the injured workers were
shown to have received were patently not adequate
to maintain a family.

Whether it was the purpose

of the legislature in passing the Workmen's Compensation Act to give benefit upon which the worker
could furnish the bare necessitites of life to himself and his defendents or whether it was their intention that the benefit was to be only a partial
help which must be supplemented from sav"ing,

xiii

borroViing or charity is a moot pOint.
weekly wage of

~46.79

The average

found in the sample is slightly

lower than the $48.48 minimum required by the budget
designed for the family of the city worker.

It is

questionable whether such a salary permitted any
great amount of saving,

even when it is taken into

account that Kentucky is not primarily an urban,
manufacturing state.

One .can assume that in many

cases there were but meagre savings and in some
cases none at all.
If the benefits are raised, the added cost
will in most cases be passed on the ultimate consumer
of the goods and services produced, and Kentucky
employer.:: will be pl;l.ced in a more unfavorable competi ti ve posi ti on wi th employers in other s ta tes.
However in event benefits fall below the subsistence
level, the state must watch the worker go into debt
or use his savings and must be prepared eventually
to bear the cost of relief of any worker who becomes
destitute.

Tr.Lese are factors which the legislative

body must consider when it sets the policy on benefit
rates.
An exal'nina ti on of the performance of his

duties by the

emplo~T2r

ingmos t pa"j·ments.

sJ.lvwed marked delays in mak-

Al thoU'·h no paY:ient ib due until

xiv

the 14th. day of disability, the average speed in
making the first

pa~nent

for all types of cases was

47.3 days fr·om the beginning of disabili ty.

When

this was divided according to the type of case the
average delay was 41.3 days in fatal cases, 45.0 days
for total temporary cases and 61.1 days for permanent partial cases.

No permanent total or temporary
12
partial cases were involv.ed in the sf.l..mple.
The regularity of subsequent

pa~ents

is

of as much impor·tance to the worker as is the speed
in makins the initial payments.

In 26.9% of the

total temporary cases in tbe sample, prompt and
regular paylTlents were made when due; in 4.8% of the
cases several
intervals.

paJ~ents

were made, but at irregular

In the remaining 68.3% of the cases no

payment was made to the worker until af·ter he had
returned to work and he was then paid in full in a
single payment.

Wi tllin the las t group menti oned

approximately two-thirds, 44.7% of all the total
temporary cases, i::.volved a disability of less than
28 days.

There are certain admini?trative difficulties

12. The fiscal report for 1946-47 listed only 11 cases of
permanent total disability, whicr~ is less than l7~ of
the cas es l epoy·t(;d during the year-. Among the cas es
abstracted from the Ftegister three were coded for
total permanent disability but a closer examination
of them showed that they actually involved permanent
partial injuries.
1

xv

in inves tiga tir~g injuri es occurring in outlying rural
and mountain areas.

In the last mentioned cases in-

volving a disability of short duration, the practice
of making a single pa;ynEnt after the return to work
may be partially justified from an administrative
standpoint.

However in the remaining 23.6% of all

the total temporary cases there was a disability in
exces 8· of 28 days and no -1 ayrnent made until after
the return to work.

This is an unnecessarily long

delay, es pecially in vi ew of the fact tba t the employee is receiving no pay during the disability
and must depend upon his own resources to care for
the day-to-day cost of living. 13
There was frequent delay in making a final
settlement with the worker after he had returned to
work.

In permanent partial cases especially, a large

part of tl:e benefi t is. frequently paid at this time.
In all the cases in the sample the final settlement
was made on an average of 76.7 days after the injury
and 38.3 days after the end of the recuperation and
the return of the worker to his job.

As between

13. The practice with at least one large insurance
company is to require a detailed J.etter of explanation from the adjuster in every case where
the ini tial payment is delayed beyond the 14th.
day. Eowever this is apparently not a widespread
practice.

xvi

types of injuries the period varied from 23.2 days
after return to work in total temporary cases to a
period of 145.5 days after return to work in permanent
•
partial cases. This last figure on the delay of
~,

final settlements in permanent partial cases is made
as large as it is by the inclusion of four cases in
which the facts were contested and a petition was
filed for a hear'ing by tbe:Board.

Part of tte de-

lay in those cases was the result of waiting for the
adminil::trative procedures of the Board and can not
directly be attributed to the employer.

If the cases

involving litigation are not considered in the figures
there is still a delay of 118.4 days from the return
to work until t:te final settlement among the remaining
permanent partial cases in the smnple.

There are

several facto:r-s influencing and partially justifying
this delay.

In many of the cas es the wOl'ker returns

only to light duties before the maximum physical
reco'very is obtained and in many such cas es the a ttending physician may have wished to wai t for· a period
after the return to work before he would conuni t himself to a rating of the percentagE:: of perm.anent
disability, and it is not pos:::ible to figure the
amount due the worker for the residual permanent

xvii

•

injury until this rating is obtained.

For instance,

if an employee fractures a wrist he may be able to
return to work on a ligl:t job in two or three months
while the residua.l stifrness may continue to lessen
slowly for a longer period.

In such a case as this

most doctors prefer to wait at least until six months
after the injury before making a final rating of the
permanent injury.

This

m~y

partially explain the

delay of 118.4 days in making the settlement.

In

these cases the worker has returned to the job and
once more has a regular wage.

In sucb a cas e U:e

delay in giving a rating and settling for tl:e residual injury does not work as great an economic hardship on the employee as does U:e delay in making
pa7fments during tl:.e period he is unable to work.
Among the cases in the sample there was an
average delay of 32.7 days in reporting accidents to
tLe Board after the disability began.
indications that in

47.6~~

There were also

of the cases reported to the

Board, no further report was ever furnished the Board
on the pbysical condi tion of the employee or on the
amount of benefit paid.

The failure on the part of

the employer to furnish the Board witt- an original
accident report and a subsequent status report is

xviii

subject to a small fine.

However the failurE:; to

furnish a doctor~ repor·t or a completed agreemerJ.t
between the parties regarding the amount of ccmpensation agreed upon ic not subject to any such penalty.
Perhaps if such a sanction were available to

tr~e

Board, it would be more successful in obtaining
enough

ir~forr:lation

to enable it to close practically

al.' its fil'vs, ratLer tr..an

ju~,t 52.41~

of

tr~em,

in

tv/" 0 years tL,e.

An examination of the register showed that
in

les~,

than 150 of all cas es did there develop a dis-

pute between the parties leadir..g to the filing of a
petition for a hearing and decision by the Board on
the meri ts of the case.

However, tbese hearing cases

constituted 5.9% of all fatal cases and 6.2% of all
the permanent partial cases.

This indicates that

litigatjon develops mainly in the cases where considerable money is at stake.

:l!,;ven among the fatal

and permaner:.t partial cases this is an admirably
low ra te

w~(j.en

c:Jmpared to the c 0I11J110n law s ys tern

existing before the adoption of the Workmen's Compensa ti on.
Both the sample and the Eegister showed
that there was a large number of lump sum payments

xix

made in permanent par·tial cases.

The files showed

that many safeguards were established before a

lu~p

sum was au thor'ized to a widow or de} endent in a
death case, but that there were no such safeguards in
a permanent partial cas e where the injured wo:::-'ker
hLnself was in\lolved, and that any re'luest for authorization of a lump sum payment cornine fro" a worker in a permanent partial:case received almost automatic appl'oval without any examination being made by
the Board of the us es to whi ch the money \'vas to be
put.
The over-all results of the study indicates
that tl:e certainty of being compensated for an accident has been inc!'eased and that the contested claim
has been reduced to less than 1% of the cases invol ved.

how·ever the maximu..rn amount recei veable by

the injured Vlorker or hie dependents is below the
subsistence level.

The setting Of a ceilinrr on the

rate of benefits works the greatest hardship in the
cases of the more serious injuries w:tich are seen to
occur among workers i:!:. the higher income levels, who
have become accustomed to a standard of living well
above the subs1stence lev-el.

'.rhe standard of wages

in the s tate als 0 would indi ca te that there is Ii ttle

xx

opportunity forss-vings among the workers.
The examination of the performance of the
employer or his insurance company showed that slowness in making initial payments was the usual procedure and there was a widespread practice in two
out of thre'e

cases of not making any payment of

compensation to the employee until after' he had recovered and returned to work.

Once the employer has

reported the accident to the Board he could with
impunity delay in making the benefit payments to
suit his convenience, since the Board had no means
of requiring an accounting of the manner of payment.
The li teratu:re on the subject of workmen's
compensation indicates that an universal aim of all
compensation laws is to assure prompt and regular
payment of tYe benefits due.

This is the evident

intention of the framers of the Kentucky Act since
they provided that once the seven-day waiting period
had elapsed, the benefits should be paid on the
regular payday of the employer,14

thus continuing

the accustomed intervals of receiving income.

Yet

the Board is given no effective power to require
14. KRS 342.040

xxi

that this is done.

The degree to which the require-

ment for reporting cases to the Board is observed
indicates tbat there is a. distinct adv9.ntage to
putting some teeth into the sections of the Act relating to procedures.
The work of the Board in uncontested cases
has been merely to check the material furnished to
it by the employer. It has had to accept the statements furnished with regard to the extent of injp.ry
invol ~red and has merely checked to see if payments
vlere ma.de in a cor-responding amount.

~jany

cases are

approved and closed wit:': no medical informat::.on
furnished and with no accounting of the promptness
and regularity with which

pa~~ents

were made.

Such

a system sets a high premiUl:i. on the good fai tt of
the interested parties.

Such a temptation is not

good for the character of any man.
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:M~iENT

A mere recitation of statistics showing
the number of injuries, the extent of injuries, the
amounts of compensation awarded, and the number of
contested and uncontested cases handled during the
period from July through December 1946 would be without significance.

In order to evaluate the social

and economic results of the Kentucky Act, it is necessary to l.riew the resul ts obtained in tenTlS of the
objectives which the compensation plan tries to reach.
In order to learn the objectives of any
law it is necessary to learn its history and to learn
the purposes and goals sought by persons responsible
for its adoption. l

During the first two decades of

the present century there was strong pressure of
publi c opini on for the passage of Workm.en I s Compensation Laws in the United States and Canada.

Many

writers and social reformers popularized its philosophy and urged its enactment.

Legislature after leg-

isla turt. appointed COI11l'nissi ons to study the subj ect
-

and to recommend legislation.

Suggestions for pro-

'visions were made by groups with varied interests in
1. Horlacher,

2E

Cit,p. 3.
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the subject.

2

various people?

What were the objectives of these
In order to learn the objectives

of these people it is necessary to learn tbe industria1 conditions of their times with respect to
the rights and remedies available to the injured
worker.

Only with such a background can the more

recent results obtained under the Kentucky Act be
judged.
During the early Nineteenth Century, the
conunon law in effect in England and America followed the old Roman law of Hespondeat

Superior.

Under

this law, a master was responsible to third persons
for injuries inflicted upon them by the negligent
acts of his servants conurdtted in the course of their
employment. 3 This was based upon the theory that
since the master received the benefit of their service he should bear the burden of their neg1igence. 4
However, in England in 1837 an injured servant tried to apply this doctrine of law in a suit for
damages against his employer for an injury received
from a fellOW employee while both were at work.
2. Ibid, p. 3.
3. Dodd, Op Cit, p. 4
4. Wharton on Negligence, p. 140

This
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was the famous case of Priestley v. Fowler~ which
was decided by Lord Abinger.

In an often quoted

portion of this decision the judge stated:
"If the master be liRble to the servant in this
action the principle of that liability will be
found to carry to an alarming extent ••••• The
mere relation of the master and the servant
never can imply an obligation on the part of
the master to take better care of the servant
than he may reasonably be expected to do of
himself. He is no doubt bound to rrovide
for the safety of his servant, in the course
of his emplo~lent, to the best of his judgment, information and belief. The servant is
not bound to risk his safety in the service
of his master, and may, if he thinks fit, decline any service in which he reasonably apprehends injury to himself; and in most of the
cases where danger may be incur·red, if' not all,
he is just as likely to be acquainted with tJge
probability and extent of it as the master".
This decision which cut down on the responsibili ty of the employer came at a time iihen a great
change was taking place in.the use of powered industrial equipment. 7

It has been ci ted as an exarrll::le

of' the indi vidualis ti c tende:::1cy of the conunon law
to assume that an employee was free to contract and
was not bound to risk injury to hi:'::s elf in any parti cular job, and also as an example of the desire of
5. 3 Mees & Wels. 1 (1837)
6. ~>uoted in Boyd, J.h., Worl'1nen's Compensation,
(1913), p. 5.
7. Dodd, Op Cit, p. 5.
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judges to encourage large industrial

estab1ish~ents

by maldng the burden on them as light as pos 02.1 ble. 8
The Fellow Servant Hule thus established
was quickly expanded to the Doctrine of Assumption of
Risk, namely, that a servant when he accepted employr,lent a:'sUJlled all the ordinary risks incident to
his work. 9 Both these doctrines were quickly adopted by the American courts..

In order for an employee

to win a suit at law against his master he had to
prove not only that the master had been negligent
in sr'Jl:e way but that he himself was exercising
ordinary care and was free of any negli'2'ence which
was a contributing and proxin:ate cause of his injury.10
On the other hand tbe employer had only
the limited duties to furnish a reasonably safe place
to work, to pro"\ide rea:30nab1y safe tools, of being
reasonably ca;:eful in hiring agents or servants fit
for the work they were suprosed to do, of providing
sui table and reas onable rules for the car:r'ying on
of the work, to use ordinary care and diligence in
keeping the plant and its appliances in safe condition
8. Dodd, Op Cit, p. 7
9. Labatt, Master and Servant (1913) Vol. 3, p. 3102
10. Horovitz, S.B., Curr'8nt Trends in 'Norkmen's compensation, The Law society of" :Massachusetts (1947),
p. 467
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(in other words. the duty of inspection and repair),
and to warn and instruct youthful and inexperienced
servants as to the dane;er of tbe it70rk. ll

It might

be inferred from this list of duties imposed on the
employer that it would be easy for the injured worker
to recover darnages from the employer.

Such however,

was not the case; for the employee must prove with
prope:::, technical evidence:a violation of one of these
duties by the employer and to get such testimony he
generally had to depend upon h1.3 fellow employees as
witnesses and they were usually reluctant to testify
a;rainst their employer.

In addition, the rules as

to the employur's duties soon becrune so riddled with
exceptions and fine-spun distinctions in the

a~ploy

er's favor that they gave the employee practically
no protection. 12
As industrial and

cO$~ercial

enterprises

grew in size and complexity, thee was an increase
in industrial accidents and it became apr,arent that
the law was operating too harshly on Uie claims of
injured workers .13

The Ohi 0 court in 1851 14 adopted

the "vice-principle tt excepti on to the fellow-servant
11. Boyd, Op Cit, p. 2
12. Dodd, Op ci t, p. 9
13. Ibid, p. 9
14. Little Miami R.R. Co. V.

Steven~ 20

Ohio 415 (1851).
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rule, whereby a supervis:i.ng or directing employee
was not a felloV'l servant and the employer could not
use the defense of ti:!e fellow-servant rule in escaping liability.
Pri or to 1880, five s ta tes pass ed laws '":laking railroad companies liable to employees. 15 ·Various
states passed employer's liability acts taking from
the employers the defenses of AsswnptioD of Risk
and Fellow Servant,l6 but it was still necessary for
the employee to prove some measure of fault on the
part of the master.

It was still necessary for the

employeE; to resort to slow and costly court action
to obtain relief for his injuries.
There was considerable agitation in the
United States during the administration of Theodore
Roosevel t for more adequate laws dealing
trial accideEts.

~vi

th indus-

The groundwork for this had been

laId by the investigation of the German compensation
system by John Graham Brooks published in the Fourth
Special Report of the Commis ~~:i oner of Labor of the
United States in 1893.

During the first decade of

the present century Congress and the legislatures of
15. Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Wisconsin and Wyoming
16. U.S. Bureau of Labor Bulletin 74 (1908)
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numerous s ta tes. appointed conunis 8i ons to study the
subject of workmen's compensation and to mate recommendations for laws on the subject. 17 Exhaustive
examinations were made by these conunissions of the
compensation laws then i::1 existence in Germany and
Grea t Bri tain.
The German plan was part of a general plan
of social insurance.

The:writings of Fichte and

Hegel have been attributed with having strong influence on its development.

Concerning these writ-

ers, it was said in the Fourth Special Report:
ttThe three laws of insurance against Sickness,
aCCident, and old age and invalidity confescedly
rests upon a conception of SOCiety which is
sharply oppos ed to i"lha t is laos ely called icdividualism, or laissez faire. In the mass of
this insurance literature, the thoue:ht is constantly expressed that the weaker members of society
will be excluded from all that accords with our
usual sense of justice and fair dealing until
the centers of social influence, of which the
first and most powerful is tbe state, become
imbued with the idea that a large proportion of
the misfortunes, sickness, aCCident, and premature age are social in origin rat}~er than
individual; that a large part of these evils
spri.ng, not from the faul t of the individual,
but from soufges over '/ihich the individual has
no control tl •
17. U.S. Bureau of Labor, Bulletin 92 (1911), p. 97
18. Boyd, Of Cit, p 34.
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Another writer 19 summarized the goals of
the German law as follows:
"The workingman, or his fM,1ily in case of death,
should be compensated ih a reasonable amount for
the consequences of industrial accident; not in
order that s~~eone shall be,mulcted on the grounds
that he was at fault, but in order that this
portion of the cost of the product or service
shall not be transferred from the employer and
the ultimate consumer to the workingman and his
family, crushing them in many cases, and e~"ent
ually shifting the burden to the conununi ty in
the most undesireabl.e for'J11 of chari tytt.
Most of the states moved slowly in adopting
compensation laws.

By 1916, thirty-one states and the

Federal Government had aPPointed camnissions to investigate and report upon conditions and many of the
states had adopted laws. 20

Most of these conunissions

adopted a fact-finding procedure.

The results of

the investigation in New York, Ohio, Illinois, and
Wisconsin and of a private study in Pittsburg by
Crystal Easklan are sununarized by Boyd: 21
The find.ings of the commissions developed
four main objections to conditions as they were found
to exist before adopting compensation laws.
The first objection was that only a small
proportion of workmen injured in industry received
19. Henderson, C.R., Industrial Insurance in the

United States (1909) p. 18.
-20. U.S. Bureau
Labor Statistics, Bulletin 423
(1926), p. 3
21. Boyd, Op Cit, p. 60-68.

ot
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subs tantial damages.

Of 48 fatal cases in Manhattan

in 1907 and 1908, 18 families got nothing, 3 received
~lOO or less, 18 received $101 to ~500, 5 received
~501

to ~2000 and 4 were paid over $2000, and 11 cases

were still pending at t!le time of the report, only
three families recovered as much as three tirnes the
yearly wage. 22 The Pittsburg survey showed that in
53% of industrial fatalities, the familybore the entire

economic loss.

In OhiO, only

36~b

of fatalities were
24
compensated and in an average amount of $838.61.

These various statistics indicated that in a large
portion of industrial injuries there was absolutely
no compensation paid in any degree, that in a large
porti on of cas es where a rec overy was made it \vas
inadequate to make up the wage loss incurred, and
that the system of suits at law was so uncertain that
it was impossible to tell in advance whether any recovery could be made and whether it would be large or
small.
A second objection was the wastefulness of
the system.

The figures for New York showed that

only 34.34% of what employers paid in premiums for
22. New York C~ission Report l published as an appendix
in Bas tman, Op Ci t.
23. EastYnan, Op Cit, p. 12i.
.
24. Boyd, Op Cit! p. 65.
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insurance to cover their

co~~on

law liability was

actually paid out by the insurance
settlement of suits and claims.

com~anies

in the

Even in cases where

a recovery was made by the employee from the employer,
or his insurance company, it was still necessary for
the employee to pay an attorney's fee.

In Illinois,

the attorney's fees averaged over 40% and in Ohio
. 25
they were about 25%.
In:Pennsylvania they averaged
from 30% to 50%.26
The third objection was the delay in the
operation of' the system.

In

l~ew

Yor-k it took from

six mont:'1s to six years and in Ohi 0 it took two Years
on the average to obtain a judgment in a fatal case.
This delay made it all tt,e m01:'e imperative for the
injured employee to accept a small

~lount

in order to

obtain a fast settlement of the claim. 27
A fourth objection was the antogonism bred

between the employer and employee when the liability
insurance company entered the scene.

He could gain

compensati on only on 1eg s.l ground.c.', since the insurance company did. not feel any of the moral responsibili ty or sY:;lpathy that the employer might have fel t. 28
25. Boyd, Opctt, p.63,67
p Cit, p. 121, note
27. Dodd, Op Cit, p. 25.
28. Eastman, Op Cit, p. 194
26. Eastman,
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All the reports of the
Ol~tilended

cornmis:~ions

rec-

one under-lying principle, namely, that

liability for industrial accidents should be fixed
on the employer regardless of who was at fault in
the accident.
Aftel' the adoption of the German Workmen's
Compensation Law in 1884, there was a rapid adoption
of the princir-le in various European countries.

The

l:!:ngli[:;h law was passed in 1897 and it was fO!.lowed
by much investigation of the subject in America.

The

first law passed On the subject in this country was
the Federal Workmen's Compensation Act affecting
employees in the goverrunent service, which was passed in 1908.

However, the subsequent growth was

rapid.

Compensation laws were enacted in ten states
29
in 1911, in three in 1912 and in eight in 1913.
The original Kentucky Workmen's Compensation Act was passed in 1914.

It made observance of

the law compulsory for all employers, with a few
listed exceptions.

Shortly thereafter this law was

declared unconstitutional before it had an opportunity to go into effect on the grounds that the
29. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 210,
(1916) p. 91.
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compulsory feature was a violation of due process of
the law. 30 A new lav, was passed giving the employer
an election as to whether or not he would work under
Workmen's C:ompensati on.
in 1916.

This new Act went into effect

It received only slight changes, mostly

with regard to runounts of disability benefit, until
1946 at which time it was made virtually compulsory
as to "hazardous occupa ti ons It •
As an alternate to coming under the operation of the Act, the employer engaged in a hazardous
occupation is required to furnish a bond or insurance
policy guaranteeing the payment of any judgment obtained against him by the emp10yee. 31 The Commissioner of Industrial Relations had a share in the
drafting of the 1946 amendment.

He assembled the

interested labor leaders and insurance companies for
a conference and acted as intermediary in.the reaching of an agreement on the terms of the changes.
There has been little research in the area
of the various pressures which have worked in the
shaping of the Kentuck;y Act.

Such a study might

30. Kentucky State Journal Co. v. workmen's Compensation Board, 161 Ky 562, 170 SW 437 (1914)
31. 1946 , C 203, Sec 1, ~ffective June 19, 1946.
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reveal much concerning the I'ealities of the legisla ti ve

pI'ocess.
Today, Workmen's Compensation Acts llave

been adopted in all the states and in all but onl; of
the provinces of Canada.

1'here i8 a great variation

in the details of these various laws, but the results
soug:t:t wer8 much the sanE:' in all jurisdictions.
Some of thes e were set for,tb ir... the lS12 report of the
Compensation ConmLissioners of tLe State of Washington 32 in which they eXI-~ressed tl1e hope that it would:
"Furnish certain, prompt and reasonable compensation to the victims of ~ork accidents and
their dependents, 80% of whom have heretofore
had no redress under co~non law rules;
"Free the cour'ts from tte delay, cost and
cr-iticism incident to the great mass of personal
injury Ii tiga ti on hel'etofore burdening them.
"F~elieve public and private char'ity of much
of the destitution due to uncompensat8d industrial accidents;
"Lessen economic waste in the payments to
unnecessary lawyers, witnesses and casualty
corporations and tbe expense and time loss due
to trials and arreals;
"Suprlant concealment of fault in accidents
by a spJrit of frank study of causes, resulting
in good will between employer and operative,
lessing the number of preventable accidents and
reducing the cost and suffering thereunder".
These statements of desired results remain
32.

~uoted

in U.S. Bureau of

672 (1940) p. 5.

Labo~

Statistics Bulletin
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challenging today.

However, it has been sugsested

that two adci.itonal goals be added to the list:
"Provisions for adequate and immediate medical treatment when injuries occur;
"Arrangements for rehabili ta ting ,'lorkers who,
because of their injuries are no longer able to
follow their former occupations". 33
From the very nature of this study based
only on tbe of:':'i cial records, it is not pos ~;i ble to
tell whether tile victims of accidents have had to
resort to either public or private charity, nor can
it be told how many employees have employed an attorney, to represent them in obtaining payment without tiling a claim, nor is there any indication of what
rehabilitation was done for the injured.

However

some clues have been found on the p"'omptness, certainty and reasonableness of benefits paid, on the
number of cases which have involved litigation, and
on tte medical treatment furnished.
~ince

the last war there tas been an in-

creased interest in the problem of' rehabilitation of
the permanently injured worker.

Many discussions

on the subject appear in the proceedings of the InAssociation of Industrial Accident Boards and
33. Ibid, p. 6
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Conunis:::'ions.

l:any of the writers on the sUbject

hold that if the amount of payment made is reduced
in accordance with the degree of' rehabilitation effected, it will dis courage the injured worker froEl
coopera ting in t11e rehabili tati on program, and they
advocate that he be cOlnpens a ted in ace ordance wi th
the degree; of injur:r wi thout regard to tt.e degree of
improveLlent obtained throlilsh such s peci 0.1 care.

On

the other hand, the re::1.o'\Tal of this monetary incenti ve les : ens tr_e willingness of tt.e employer to
participate.

Ir~:le

Uni ted ldne Vlorkers Union, throurrh

its welfal-'e fund, has undertaken con8iderable l'ehabili tation work, but this has been done outside the
framework of the Kentucl:y Compensation Act.
'J.lhe econor:li c t

heo~'>y

'!fhi ch underli es Work-

men's Compensation 'bas been defined by Do'uney as the
doctrine of occupational r·isk. 34
namely, tbat

tl-1C

rLhe principle,

"risk of economic los?, throuQ"h per-

sonal injury in the course of producti:::r:. sllo.l1 be
bor'ne by industry it2elf".

He further contends th'lt

the principle applies as well to occupational diseases
1,
,
s C?mpensation (1924), p. 21.
34 • Dow-ney, E, •"n ., ""Ii ory::rr.en
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as it does to QccuI',ational injuries and that the
eompens [lti on s ys tem should

3.rrlJ~

to all indus tri ec:,

all rer'sons em:r:::loyed thE;rein and all personal injuries
which arise in the course of the industrial process.
It is only upon such a framework tl1at it
will be posr;ible to judge

hO',7

successfully U::e

obj ecti ves have been accomplisl-:'ed in Kentucky.

CIl.\.PTEE

2
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1E.B COS'I OF nJDU S 1 =~~I AL IN J1kI hS

Indus tl'ial injuri es L'j 1946 caus ed almos t
16,500 deatt,s, left 1,800 'Norkers

tot~)lly cmC:~

perna-

nently die. abled frorn ever working again, left 92,600
workers I'd t~: some degree of partiel impalrmcnt which
they will bear

perm~'.nentlY.

There r:ere a tot::'.l of

2,059,000 industric.1 injur'ies.

An industrial injury

as used in this group of figures includes only accidents in Vlhich time was missed
days subsequent to the

daJ~

fr'OJi~

l,york on a day or

on ;[hieh the accideEt

oc cur'red. l
From an economic standpoint this amounts
to an actual time 10[:18 of 44,700,000 man-hours.
1flhen thelost working-life expectancy of' the persons
killed and permanently disabled is calculated there
is a future economic 10c;8 of 233,700,000 man-hours,
or a yeal;s

employ;,~ent

for 780,000 workers; nor does

tbis include the cos t of medi cal and hos pi tal care
1.e
f ' or tlr

Ourec.
J'

~n

"hOI'k.ers

•2

In s oc1'al cos t of ttl.G ter.lporary injuri es
is s;:;all in comparison wi th the costs of the deaths
1. Monthly Labor Heview,. October 194E3, p. 361
2. Ibid, p. 361.

•
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and

per~llanent

injuries.

A death on the average
'7,

cuts off twenty years of proa.ucti ve labor.....

The

figures L:l this study show that the average age of
the:, Kentucky v[orker who wa.s l:Li 1 bd to be 40 years
and the age of those

receiv~ng

serious permanent

injuries to be 41.1 years of age.

A permanent in-

jury causes a continuing economic loss based upon
two va2:'iables: his age and the extent of his incapaci ty; the nature of the occupa ti on of tr.e worker is sometimes suggested as a third variable on
this.

4

For instance a young worker could more easily

adjust to a new job after

t:r~e

loss of several

fi~lgers

than could an elderly worker, and an offi ce wo!'ker
could more easily adjust than could a manual laborere

'1'he laws of some states vary the benefits with

these added factors.
Tbe industrial safety mo',"ement has maQe
considerable progress dU:-'ing the last few decades, but
the experience dur'ing tLis time indicates t::.at t}}ere
is Ii ttle prospect tl.i.at Ulis los:: of life and productive capacity will be an.reciably les::ened. 5
Downey has summarized the industrial trend
as folloV'ls:
3. Downey, Op Cit, p. 1, 2.
4. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 359 (1924)
p. 20-21.
5. DOWYley, Op Cit, p. 2.
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tiThe inhel~ent trend of industry sets toward increasing scale, complexity and speed of operation,
increasi~g use of machinery, increasing weight
of materials 8.nd pl'oducts, increasing subs ti tution of unskilled for skilled -;;orknlen, and increasing control by absentee capitalists with an eye
single to net profit - each an independent cause
of greater accident frequency and all co-operating to enhance the hazards of industrial pursuits. In the face of these cumulative ChRnQeS,
all acting steadily in the same dir'ection, "Safety Firs t' will do well to hold its own over any
ten-year period." 6
More and more,

~ndustry

makes use of great

working forces such as electricity, steam, explosives
and

cheIT~cal

reactions.

These must be kept in their

proper channels in order to keep
than destructive.
of

hig..~-speed

tl'~em

us eful ra tt.er

1here is greater and greater use

machinery to which the worker must

try to coordinate his moverr.ents.

And the start has

just been made in the utilization

of

in industry.

atomic energy

Certain workers acquire a greater de-

gree of success in dis ciplining thems elves to thes e
changes, but '"he Jaachines throv{ out old habi ts of
thought and compel the adapta ti or,;. of the workman to
his work rather than the adaptation of the work to
the worker. 7
6. Ibid, p. 3

7. veeren, T.,
p. 308-10.

The achievement of perfect adaptation

~leorl

of Business Enterprise, (1904),
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would require tpa t man become a robot whi ch knew no·
fatigue or lapse of memory and responded autamatically to every situation.

Man is adjusted to a nat-

ural :::'hythm, but one far slower and more irregular
than that of a machine, which leaves him imperfectly
adapted to a ffi.echanical environmentj8

for his ad-

justllients are far slower than the rate at which the
mechanization of industry:proceeds.

Thus work in-

juries on a tremendous scale appear to be a permanent feature of modern life.
Studies of

mas~

statistics show t1:.at if

a sufficiently large sample is taken it becomes
possible to prodict fairly closely what percentage
of various typ"',s or injuries will be caused by various types of' accidents in various industries. 9
Thus, at least 80% of permanent partial injuries in
the manufa.cturing industries will be injuries to
the hands or fingers and there will be a higher rate
of leg injuries in the logging industry than there
will be

in manufacturing.

Thus it develOps that

each industry C02nes to have a predictable inherent
hazard.

By using these figures every consumable

8. Downey,
9. Monthly

~

Cit, p. 7.
Review, Vol 67 (Oct. 1948), p. 364.

~bor
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commodity may be said to have a definite cost in
terms of deaths or injuries - a life for so many
tons of steel and a broken leg for so many thousand feet of lumber. lO
The consistency of these accidents raises
the question as to who sllall bear their economic
costs.

Will it continue to fall upon the worker

who is injured or' will it.be distributed over society as a whole?

If it is to be distributed to so-

ciety, vlhat will be the standard used?
su~~ests
.....
\-

One writer

the test of minimum social coat:

"that

distribution of unavoidable losses is to be preferred which imposes the least hardship upon the
individuals and T'esults in the smallest dLdnution
of the community's economic assets".ll
Most industrial accidents occur to the worker who is employed at an hourly wage rather than on a
monthly salary.

Many of these live from payday to

payday and accumulate little in thE; way of savings.
The Pittsburg Survey showed that in the great majority
of serious work accidents a family was deprived of
its sole support, or at least its cheif support,
10. Downey,
11. Downey,

gPear'
p. 9.
p
t, p. 9.
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and that the result was poverty and a succession of
misfortunes .12
The situation had become so bad in the
early days of the present century that more and
more people advocated the adoption of workmen's Compensation Acts to provide an adequate payment of
disability benefits to the injured worker regardless of who was a fault in the accident which caused
the 1njury.13
There are today two basic theories as to
the principle upon which these disability benefits
are to be paid: 14 The firs t, is tba t the cos t of
these payments shall be considered as a direct expense of production along with such items as wages,
machinery and materials - that it should be standardized for a definite injury so that the future
costs of compensation can be calculated and added to
the cost of the product;

the second, agrees that

the cost should be passed on to the consumer but
holds that the rate of benefit for a specific injury,
12. Eastman, Crystal, Work Accidents and the Law,
The Pittsburg Survey, (1916), p. 73-78.
13. See Chapter 3
14. 28 Iowa Law Review 38 (1942)
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such as the loss of a hand, should vary from person
to person based upon the extent of his ecor:ornic need
after the

i~jury.

There are .still many moot questions regarding what constitutes an adequate disability benefit.

Shall it be geared to the earning capacity

of the worker before the injury?

The various states

have given lip service to:this idea by settling the
pa~"ments

to

70%,

at a portion of the wage, varying from 50%
but they have inL"nediately nullified its ef-

fecti veness by placing a m:lximum ceiling on the
amount of the payment, which, in 85% of the cases
°t
in this stud~ reduced+to a lower percentage of the
wage.
Shall th.-.. benefit be geared to the cost
of living?

If this be accepted as tbe bas is, how

high a standard shall be sought?
pa~nents

In cases where

are made over a period of years shall the

rate be changed periodically in

cor~formance

wi th

changes in the cos t of living?

Is the weekly maxi-

mum, if accepted, to aim at mainta.ining the worker
at or below the subsistence level?
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Unless the state i[; prepared to bear part
of the living cos ts of the injured worker in the form
of public relief payments, then the rates for disability benefits should be raised to a point where the
worker can maintain

hi~:self

and his dependents in-

depender:tly of public and private relief sources.
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CHAPTER
ANALYSIS OF

THE

:3

KENTUCKY

If the principle of workmen's compensation
were carried to its broadest limits, it would cover
the loss of earnings caused by all personal disablements. (whether ca.us ed
disease),l

b~:

acc.ident or by indus trial

which a.re incident to t~le production of

economic goods and services;2

it would cover all

industries, all persons employed therein and all
personal injuries arisiug in the course of employ-

•

mente 3
The Kentucky Act is not designed to cover
wage loss es due to unemplOj'111ent or old age nor is it
designed to serve as a system to insure against ordinary illness, as dis tinguist1ed from injuries.

'T'he

Act does not cover all emploTGents, sL'1ce the employers of agricultural laborers and domestic servants
are specifically exe;;lpt from being required to accept
the Act.

'Ihe same applies to employers who hire less

than three persons regardless of the hazard of the
1. Rubinow, I.M., Social Insurance, (1910),Chapter 1.
2. Downey, Op Ci t, p. 21. -3. lVionthly ~abor Review, September 1919, p. 36.
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work;

however,. in all cases tLe employer Dlay vol-

untarily elect to come unC:er tl.e pro·visio;;.s of the
Act. 4

The

exclusi:)l~

of agricul tura.l and domes tic

employees is found in the p:.:'ovisions of many state
compensation laws.

This has been criticized as

resting on no consistent principle such as degree of
hazard, frequency of accident or economic need. 5
The usual reason given for such exclusions is the
administrative difficulty of covering a great number
of farmers and small employers, but actually the
exclusi on is tlle result of t'ce oppos i ti on of farmers
and home owners who have objected to ti:e expense
as well as the bother involved Ll carryL1g compensation insu.::-'ance. 6 It has been shown amply that house
work and farm work are hazardous;

in 1947 there

were more fatalities in agriculture than in any other
major industrial group.7
It is now proposed to review the various
provi:3ions of the KentucJ:Y Workmen's Compensation Act
4. KRS 342.005
5. Downey, Op Cit, p. 22
6. U.S. Bureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin 78,(1946)
p. 9-10 • .
7. Monthly Labor Re~, October 1948, p. 361.
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(henceforth referred to as the Act) and to compare
it with the similar laws of otl-;er states.

Unless

otherwise indicat8d, all rEferer:ces i:'l the present
chapter are to the vari ous workmen's compensa ti on
laws of the nation as they were in effect during the
latter- half of 1946. 8

In cases where the Act was

amended in 1948, reference will be l;lade in the past
tense.
Compensation laws may be classified as

.

complusory or elective.

A compulsory law is one which

requires every employur who comes within the scope
of the law to accept its provisions and pay the benefits specified.

Whereas, as elsctive act is one

in which the employer has the opti:::m of ei ther accepting the act or rejecting it, but in case he rejects
the Act, he loses the customary com."1lon law special
defenses (assumed risk, negligence of fellow servant
and contributory negligence);

however, it is still

necessary for tl';e employee to es tablish

tJ:~at

the

employer was guilty of ordinary negligence. 9
8. A more detailed sununary of the vari ous laws is in
U.S. Bureau of Standards, Bulletin 78.
9. U.S. Bureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin 78, (1946),
p. 2.
- - -.. - ....
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Prior to the swruner of 1946, Kentucky
opera ted under an elective s ys tem.

However the

a.!~end

ment of the Kent.ucky Act, effective June 19, 1946,
took a long step Lc. the direction of making the Act
compulsory.

It defined certain occupations as beL2@:

"hazardous" and the definition was sufficiently broad
that it covered all workers who had to work wi th machinery.

It specifically stated that sales work and

clerical work were not hazardous, but the definition
included practically every other job.

Of course the

groups such as farm and dO],:J.es tic workers who were
exempt from the entire scope of the Act were not
affected by the prOvisions regarding hazardous emploYlnent.
The amendment required that all employers
in these hazardous occupatiuns must either come under
the operation of l,:ne Act or else file wi til the Department of Industrial Relations an indemnity bond or
insurance policy insuring the payment of any judgment obtained by an employee or his dependents for
damages resulting

fr~n

personal injury or death by

an accident arising out of or in the course of the
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employrnent.

'l'he size of the bond or insurance pOlicy

is set by the Oommissi:mer of Industrial Relati:.ns
based upon the nwnber of employees and the hazard
of the employr;lent. lO

Even though the employer com-

plies with these provisions he is still deprived
of the special common law defenses previously mentioned. ll Very stiff penalties are provided in case
an employer engaged in a

~azardous

enterprise fails

to meet one or the other of these alternatives. 12
To make sure that benefit payments will
be ::nade when due, the employer operating under the
Act is required to obtain insurance Tlith a properly
qualified insurance company or else give proof of
his financial ability to pay directly the benefits
whic'!-l shall beco;rle due.

In thiS latteI' case the Board

requires the posting of satisfactory security to assure the payment of compensation liabilities as they
are incurred. 13

Generally, only the largest employ-

ers are able to satisfy the financial requirements
of the Board and becot::e "Self-insured".
The

Ken'~..ucl:y

Act sets up limitations not

only as to the pel's 0:':1S covered, but als 0 as to the
10.
11.
12.
13.

KRS
KRS
KRS
KRS

342.016
342.006
342.990 (6) (7) and (8)
342.340
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injuries covered.

Injuries caused by a willful,

self-inflicted injury, by willful misconduct or
by intoxication of the employee do not entitle him
to receive the benefits of the Act. 14

A compensable

injury is defined as one tlsustained by the employee
by accident arising out of and in the course of the
emploYillenttl.1 5Most other states have some similar
wording.

As simple as the wordL1.g may seem to be,

the courts and administrative bodies have tried to
make so many distinctions as to what constitutes an
industrial injury that it is impossible to ,give any
clear universal definition. 16
illustrate the complexities:

A few examples will
Is t:ne developmerlt of

pneumonia from exposure while at work an
accident?

injur~r

by

Is an injury received while on the way

to work to be considered as occurring in the course
of the employment?

If a worker's shoe rubs a blister

on his foot while at work and the blister later beco.!~es

i::lfected, does this arise out of the employnent?

In borderline cases such as these the contradictory
decisions are legion.

No effort will be made in this

study to go into the technical aspects of the leGal
14. KRS 342.015 (3).
15. KRS 342.005 (1).
16. 15 Wisconsin Law Review 37 (1931), by Dr. R.A. Brown.

interpretation of the compensation law. However,
reference is made to Horovitz's recent book for a
very cor:lplete study of current legal trends .17
Although the tendency in many states is
to cover occupational diseases, tbe Kentucky Act
expressly states that "injury by accident"

shall

not include diseases except where the disease is
the natural and direct

re~ult

of a trawnatic in-

jury by accident, nor shall it include the results
of pre-existing disease, unless incurred while on
active duty in the

ar~y

during wartime; the only

exceptions are injury or death as a result of
breathing poisonous gasses in a mine 18 and the contracting of 8ilicosis.1 9
The total amount which an injured worker
receives under the Act i8 affected by the weekly
rate, the term or period of payment, the weekly maximum and the aggregate maximwn.

The amount and pe-

riod of payment also differs according to the type
of injury.

The Act prescribes special provisions and

procedures for death cases, for permanent injury
cases and for temporary injury cases.
17. HorOvitz, 0E Cit.
18. KRS 342.005 (1).
19. KRS 342.316.

-~----,---~.
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In no. state does

t~e

employee receive his

entire wage while he is disabled.

It is

custo~ary

for the rate of payment to be only a portion of the
weekly wage, ranging from 50% to 70% in various
states.
Wage.

In Kentucky the rate is set at 65% of the
However, the Kentucky employee does not al-

ways receive this high a percentage of his wages
because the Act puts a limit on the maximum weekly
payment he can receive •.

In cases where a permanent

total or temporary total disability is involved the
maximwn payment was set at

~>l8.00

a week, and in the

cases of death or partial permanent disability the
maximum was ~15.00 a week. 20 When earnings are relatively high theweekly maximwn payments are only a
small fraction of regular wages.

It is ppoposed to

study the range of this percentage in a later chapter
of this survey.
20. All these figures regarding weekly maximums are

the ones in effect in 1946. They were all increas ed 15% to 20% by the 1948 ar.1end~nent to the
Act. Reference is made to the last page of this
Chapter for tbe exact 1948 rates.
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In addition to the maximum placed on
the weekly rate of

payment~l,

a limitation is place

on the nwnber of weeks for which benefits will be
paid.

It is 400 week in death cases, 520 weeks in

per:nanent total cas es and 420 weeks in non-s chedule
permanent partial cases.
There are several arguments which are frequently used against the giving of large disability
benefits.

One of these is that the payment of full

salary during the period of disability will promote
malingering.

Since human nature is what it is, most

people would gladly staj" homc; and receive full pay;
all students agree that, at least in the case of
total temporary disability, only a portion of full
wages f'hould be paid during the disability.

The

above argument is not as valid w}:)en used agaiLst the
payment of full wages in the cas e of total per;nanent
injury.

Another objection to full payrr:.ent is tl1at

the worker will grow careless in his work and ignore
safety rules and needlessly expose himself to danger. 21
Since disability benefits in cases of death
21. Downey, Op Cit, p. 37
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and permanent tnjury are so;etimes paid for a period
of years after the injury, the

sug~es

ti on has s oVletimes

been made that th.'; weelrly rate of pay}r,ent2 should
fluctuate witl- the cur·rent wages m:d cost of livine:.
However, in practtce, the periodic revision of awards
for death and per:nanent injury would involve treme!'ldous administrative difficulties and it would stimula te li tiga ti on.

Becaus e :of thes e factors, the rate

based on the wages of the 'iiorker at the time of the
injury is almost universally taken as the best basis
for disability paym0nts. 22
The amount of the employee1s wages is only
one of the variables in determining the scale and
duration of benefits to be paid.

The severity of

injuries falls into three main clas ~ifica ti ons:
dea th, permanent injuri es and
Each of these classes offers

te~-r:po;~·ary
prob:~ems

injuri es •

so peculiar

to itself as to require separate treatment under the
Act.

For insta . . Jce there is greater possibility for

malingering in the less severe temporary cases.

This

requires sa.feguards whi<l:'h are not ne8ded in a death
case or an amputation case.

22. Ibid, P. 39.
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AlthO\lgh death and permanent disability
cases make up but a small portion of all injuries,
yet in total costs they involve more than two-thirds
of all disabili ty pay;n;:,nts made. 23
In the case of a fatal injurI, the economic
loss falls on the family of the deceased.

Socially,

the measure of the loss is the productive capacity
of the deceas ed reduced to terms of ','lorking life
expectancy.

'The amount of need resulting from the

death will vary with the number, age and family
relationship of the dependents.

In Kentucky, pay-

nents were made to dependents at the rate of $15.00
a week for a maximum of 400 weeks for a total maximwn benefit of $6000.00.

In 11 states the amount

of t:'1e weel<ly paY1U0nts varies according to the nUJnber
of children and in 17 states the widow receives a
life pension unless she remarries; however, there is
no such provision in Kentucky.24
In Kentucky an effort has been made to
simplify the procedure for establis'-:int:':: derendency.
The Act legally presuJnes that a wife and chi Idren
23. Dodd, Op Cit, p. 620-22.
24. U.S. Bureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin 78, (1946),
p. 16-18, Reference is made to Bulletin 78 for more
detailed information on all states.
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under the age or 16 years, living with and supported
by the deceased at the time of deaU'l, are wholly dependent upon the deceased.

In such cases it is only

mecessary to furnish the proper

ma~-'riage

and birth

certificates in order to validate their claims for
benefits;

in all other cases the relationship of

dependency in whole or in part shall be determined
in accordance wi th the fac.ts of the cas e. 25
In cases where some other relative was
proven to be only partially dependent upon the deceased, he received a proportional share of the $15.00
a week for the full 400 weeks; in other words, the
amount of the weekly payment rather than the durati on of pay:',en ts is reduced.

In cas es where i twas

established that no one was even partially dependent
upon the deceased, a small pay:ent of $100.00 wa"
made to the "personal representative" of the deceased to cover

incide~tal

expenses of the estate.

This

last situation usually arises in the case of young
unmarried employees.
of

~150.00

expenses.

In death cases, an

allowance

is also made toward defraying funeral
This last payment is made regardless of

25. KRS 342.075.
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whether or not there are dependents.

26

Thirty-one states have similar proirisions
and pL'.ce limi ts both on the size of weekly pay::".cnts
and on the duration during which payments will be
made.

However, seventeen states place a limit On

the weekly amount but leave the duration of the payments as a variable depending on the length of widowhood and of the minority 9f the children. 27
For the past fourteen years the U. S. Secretary of Labor has called an annual conference of
representative of labor organizations, appointed by
the govol"nors of the states, for the discussion of
matters of policy in the aa.n-:inistration of all labor
laws.

Both this National Conference of Labo::: Leg-

islators and the

A. I. A. I. B. C., which deals

exclusively with the problems involved in workmen's
compensation, have recoTllillended that benefits be paid
at the rate of 60% of t.hs deceased's wage, without
any maximulU, to tbe widow for life (or until remarriage) or to the children until they are 18.

However,

to-date none of the states have adopted such a broad
26. KRS 342.070.
27. U.S. Bureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin 78,
ro46), Table 4.
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plan. 28
No effort has been made in this study
to examin.e the effects of

thE~

increas ed cos ts Vihi ch

would result to the employer, and eventually to the
consmr.er, if' more liberal benefits were made payable.
This is a subject ·which is far beyond the scope of
this raper.
Per-manel:t disabili ties are ger:.erally
divided into pe~rranent total and per~anent partial. 29
Permanent incapaci ty for ordinary
test of

perllianen~_total

puq:oses;

emplo~~Y;lent

is the

incapaci ty for compensation

it is enough if he is unable to follow

any ordinary gainful occupation, even though be may
be able to do occasional odd-jObs. 30

No case of

permanent total disabili ty was found in the st:11nple.
The Act conclusively presumes total permanent disability in cases of blindness of both eyes,
the loss of both hands at or above the: wrist, the loss
of botn feet ator above the ankle, the similar loss
of one foot and one har:.d, a spine injury resu1 ting
in permanent paralysis of both arms or botb legs
or one of each, or an injury of the skull resulting
in incurable insanity.

o.+hp'l'"

In aIL/cases the burden is

28. IVlonth1y Labor Review, Oct 1946, p. 545.
29. U. S. Bureau of Labor- Statistics, Bulletin 359,
(1923), p. 20.
30. Downey, Op Cit, p. 43
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on the employee to prove total rermanent incapacity.51
'I'he employ(;e who is so clas sified received weekly
benefits of

~18.00

for a period of ten years for a

maximum of $9,000.00.
Mos t s ta tes have some limi ta ti on on the
duraticl1 and amount of weekly payments in total permanent cases, although the payments are generally
of' longer' duration than in the case of death. 32
Here also it is argued that such limitations defeat
the purpose of compensa.ticn and cut off benefits
when they are needed most. 33

Restrictions on the

amount of the weekly paym,_,nt are more serious in
these cases than they are in death cases because the
disability of the injured employee requires that be
receive sUf:port and frequently extra medical and
nursing attention during the rest of his life.

Only

a fel'{ states allow extra benefits when a constant
attendant is needed. 34
When one enters the field of permanent

31. KRS 342.095.

32. U.S. Bureau of Labor Standards Bulletin 78, (1946),

pp. 19-20.
33. Dodd, Op Cit, p. 639.
34. u. S. Bureau of Labor Standards Bulletin 78, (1946),
p. 20.

-
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partial injuries, entirely new problems arise.

The

loss of' an arm would be far- more of a handicap to a
particular individual than would be the 10s8 of one
eye, but it is difficult to set up any

standa~d

to whether it is 50% or 150% more disabling.

as

From

another aEgle, the los,: of an arm would be more disabling to a manual laborer than it would be to a
lawyer or a teacher.

Def~nite

recommendations f'or

a relatively scientific schedule of benefits for
permanent partial injuries were outlined in 1922
and 1923 by a committee of the I. A. I. A. B. C. 35
They attempted to es tabliGh a rela ti cl'lship between
the disabling effect of an arm injury and an eye
injury, for instance. They also recow.mended tliat
the benefits vary not only with the nature of the
injury but also witb the age of the employee.

'This

was based on the theory tha.t a younger man would
better be able to adjus t hi 1;18 elf to a new occupa ti on
than would be the older man.

However, tc.ere has been

no effort in Kentucky, or in most of the states, to
conf'orm to thes e reconunenda ti ons.
35. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statisti.cs, Bulletin 333,

(1922)

p~.

70-96.
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The AC.t has set up a schedule governing
the amount of benefi ts payable for permanent in.juries
to various members of the body.

The weel::ly

pa~1T!ent

was set at 65% of weekly wages up to a maxL:~um of
$15.00.

The number of weeks payable varies with the

nature of tbe permanent injury:

the amputation of

or loss of use of a tand entitles V1e employee to
this benafi t fa::· 150 weeks:; the s 8..i11e for an index
finger, 45 weeks; for a thumb, 60 weeks; for' an arm,
200 weeks; for a foot, l2S weeks;
weel,s; and the los s of sight of

Ol'-~::·

for a leg, 200
eye, 10C> weeks.

The schedule furtLer elaborates with regard to

tl-~e

other fi~lgers and the toes. 36
In all other' cas es of permanent

~artial

injury not listed in the schedule, tbe benefits shall
be determi~led~.ccording

II

to the percentage of disa-

bili ty, taldng into account, amonp; other things, any
previous disability, the nature of the physical disabili ty or dis1'igure"ent, the occupation of the injured employee and age at the time of the injury.37
The non-schedule section is generally arplied to
injuri es of' the s pine and tead

and. ot:ter injuri es

whi ch affect the body as a whole ra the:c tban a limi ted portion of it.
36. KRS. 342.105.
37. KnS. 342.110.

In the case of' unon-schedule"
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permanent partial injuries, the maximum weeldy pay-'
ment was set at ~12.00 rather than the t15.00 a week
for schedule injuries, and the duration of the payments was limi ted to 420 weeks wi th an ag,grega te
lind t of ~,5,000.00.

'l'hus if an employeE. were total-

ly and permanently disabled from worldng he could
recei ve

~18.

00 a week for 10 years (:;,aximum,

\jr9,000.00 , 38
rl,

)

bu t if he ':Rere rated bj tbe doctor's

as being only 95% permanently disabled he could receive only 95% of $12.00 a week for 420 weeks, or an
aggl'ega te of

~~4788. 00.

Thus from thes e fisures it

can be seen what a great advantage it is to the employer, or his insurance

co~peny,

to have disability

rat,ed at a high degree of perJ:lanent partial disability
rather

tt'~an

as a

pern:ane:~lt

total disability.

All states have established s chedule:s
stating the number of weeks during which benefits
shall be payable for specific injuries.

'l'he prin-

ciple underl;yinC these sctedules is that it is to t::le
advantage of the ;'iorker to knor; defini tely w::Jat aid
to depend upon after an in,jur:{.
38. KR::2 342.095.

A life pensi Or' is
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given in only one state for- it is gener-ally supposed that a ,"{or-ker can adjus t hims elf to his i-:.anci cap
and recover his place in indus try wi tl:..in a given
ti!:,e. 39
In the random sample used in this study
they co)',prised 16.3;& of the cases.
range in degree all thb Wily fro;TI

These of course

mi:r~or

impairments,

such as tbe loss of a po::..tion of' one finger to nearly

.

total loss of earning capacity.
(The rate and duration of benefi ts for
scbedule injuries varies widely from state to state.
The standards have been adopted in a hit-or-miss
fashi on so that the benefi ts provided be3r- li t tle
relation either- to the needs of tl;e injured employse
or hiE dependents or to

tr-~e

resul ting from the injury. 40

lOt's of earning power
I t is s ometiliLes argued

that these variations are the r8sult of variations
of waSe standards from state to state.

However,

this does not s e8m to jus tify the wide vari a ti cns
in tbe maximur.1 weekly payments, which r-ange all of
39. U.S. Bureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin 78,

(1946) p. 30.
40. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 333,
(1922), p. 73.

----

------------
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the way from ~12.00 to ~30.00 in various states,
nor tbe val"iations

i~'~

duration of payments

w:r~icb

vary for the loss of an arm all t:i:::.e way from 200
weeks to 500 weel-::s, 41

compared wi th ~~15.00 a week

for 200 wecks in Kentucky for the loss of an arm.
A problem also arises as between compensation for temporary and for permanent injuries.
nU'clber of states allow
te::nporar'~)

be~efi

A

ts at tbe higher total

rate during tbe healing or recuperating

period in addi tion to r;ayrnents for per;-,lanent partial
di~ability.

T'his is done on the principle tbat the

he3.lir..g peri od vari es grea tl:y- from pers on to pers on
on tbe same type injury, especially where an infeetion develOps.

Thus by paying separately for the

healing period the worker is not penalized for variations in the healing period.

Under the Kentucky Aet

as i t s tood in 1946 the s ebedule payment2 were exelusive and no provision was made for the :t:ealing period.

In othE::r words,

U'~e m,l.!Y~ber

of any payments

made at tbe bigher rate during tbe healing period
were substraeted from the number due for the permanent partial injury.
41. U.S. Bureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin 78,
(1946), p. 30.
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1be Act required the employer to furnish
necessary medical care up to a maximum cost of :l{.,400.00.
The employer is [;i ven the choi ce of s electin,g the
doctors, hospitals, etc, althoup:h the Workmen's Compensati::n Board is given the authority to order any
necessar~J

changes whenever there is reas onable grounds

to believe that the bealth or recovery of the employee
42
is being endangered.
The Act provides that fo!' the firs t seven
days inunediately follow:i.ng an injury, no
shall be payable to the worter. 43

be~efi

ts

The justification

for this "waiting period" is the cost aDd administrative burden of' setting up claim files and accounts
where only a few dollars will be disbursed.
ing period applied only to benefit payments.

The waitMedical

and hospital care is provided regardless of the fact
that compensation is not paid for a specific period.
however if the disability continued for more than
four weeks the payment of benefits is retroactive
to the date of injUry.44
42. KRS 342.030.
43. KR8 342.040.
44. U.S. Bureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin 78,
( 1946), P. 37.
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Where an employee has sus taL.ed an in5ury
involving the loss of a m3mber of the body and loses
anothe:tr~

as t:i:18 result of a subs equent indus trial in-

jury, he may become totally and permanently disabled
thus increasing disproportionately the amount of benefi ts to be paid by the las t employer.

This makes

it difficult for an injured jOb-hunter, such as an
injured veteran right after the war, to obtain a
job.

A 1946 amendment to the Act limits the amount

chargeable to the employer to the usual award that
wou:Ld be paid alone for an injury of tbe type last
recei ved, regardles s of the actual (lis abili ty resul ting from thE:: combined injuries.

The differential is

paid to the worker out of a "subsequent-injury fund"
maintained by the state. 45

Thus in a case where a

worker is alr'eady blind in one eye and loses the sig::t
of tJ:1e

seco:,,~d

eye in an accident, the employer is

liable only· for $15.00 a weel{ for 100 weeks, even
though this is a total permanent case entitling the
employee to :tv18.00 a week for ten years.

'The amount

which the worker had r·ecei ved, or might have received
if the first injury had been compensable, is deducted
from the amount which is payable out of t>e subsequEmt45. KFtS 342.120.
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injury fund;

in this case the worker would get $1500.00

from the emploYEr and *r6,000.00 fro!'.': the fund.

The

subsequent-injury fund is SUPlorted b:) a tax levied
against every insurance carrier of 3/4 of 1% of premiums received in the state.

A tax of proportional

amount is levied on self-insured employers.

In the

metr. . od of 8uPf'ortin c the fund, t"te Kentucky Act differs
from the recom;nendation of. the I. A. I. A. B. C. that
each employer pay $500.00 into the fund each time they
have a death case in which no dependents are left by
tho deceased. 46
In the proceding portion of this chapter
the provisions of the. 1940 Worh:"en's Compensation
Act have been used.

It should be noted that several

cLanges, effective June 30, 1948, have been uade in
the law.

The Weekly maximum for total temporar:/ and

for total per:manent disability was raised from $18.00
to

$2l.08F';rid';'f~.8()""ib"'~1~:'8o
and the maximUJll dur9.tion
,

in thes e cas es increas ed from 420 weeks to 450 weeks;
the maximwn llledi cal expens e cbargea bl e to tLe employer was increased from $400 to $500, with authority
46. Monthly Labor Eeview, October 1946, p. 546.
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given to the Bo~rd to increase it to ~800 in certain
cases;

the allowance for burial expenses was increas-

ed fro:n %;150 to ~300;
repres entati ve in cas es

the allowance to the pers onal
wJ:~ere

there were no dependents

was incI'eased from $100 to $200;

an allowance of

75 weeks compensation at ~18.00 a ifeek for tee loss
of :!:_earing ir: one e'lr wae added to ttle s cLedule for
permanent partial

injurie~;

:.1nd provision was mace

for the pa'yment of :!P21.00 a wee1-~ for the healing
peri od, up to a maximwn of 20 weel:s, in aC.di ti on to
payments for perrnar::.ent partial disability.
These changes were

I~imQrily

increases in

weekly payments designed to cover the rising cost of
1i ving since 19<16.

Only the cLange regardi:lg trJe

l:ealing perioe. showed any alteration of ba::ic tbeory.

-49ChAP'lEE
EFFECTS OF. r.LH:C:

4

KL1~'J.'UCKY

ACT

UP Ol\T '1'113 El.: PI, Ol'"E~S COilEF..ED

The files in the sal:lple were studied first
from th!.; standpoint of how the provisions of the Act,
as wri tten, e,ffect the wor:er who COlT,es wi ttin its
scope.

1'he protler..s of how the rrovisions of the

Act are altered in practice by the
activity, of the employer.and of

acti~ity,

tl~.e

or in-

Board will be

covered in the next chapter.
Firs t, a check was made to determine who
wa~'

he?

the ::iorker who

~;as

been inju::-ed.

What was his weekly ;'laSe?

was he supportinG?

How old was

How mallY depe!ldents

'ffilat was the nature of his in-

jury and what total benefi ts did l:e receive?
A check of the 339 cases used in tLe
randomly selected sample revealed that tl:e file did
not show tL e age of L.e worker in 23 of the cas es •
In th\.5 r6mainin0 316 cas es tl:2: average was 37.8 years.
When tile dJta was analyzed as to tLe typic of' injury
the distribution was 35.7 years for th. tet:porary
total cas es, 38.4 yea:'s for tL e
cases and 41.5 years for tLe

peri~,anen t

f~tal

caoes.

partial
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A distribution of the cases according to
type of injury showed that there were 281, or 82.7%,
tot~ll

temporary cases; 55, or 16.2%, per>mnent pa!'tial

cas es, ano. 3 , or 0 • ga/..
,0, death cases.
<

-

Since such a small number of des. tt cas es
were included in the sample, a CD eck was J'lade of

t1:~e

information abstracted from the Register on the 85
death cases occurring during U'_e entire six months
time.

This showed an average age of 40.0, which is

lower than the figure obtairled from tr)c sample.
A chec}: of tLe

Re~tis

ter als 0 showed th':1. t

ir. tl1.e 163 most seY-iouc perma:c:ent p'.lrtial cases
(thos e in which U:ere '!las a total benefi t of more
than 4;:1000 •. 00 paid) thE:: average age was 41.1 years.
Th.se figures are in conflictdth Downey's
theory that it is the younger-than-average man who
is morc dEering anci is hiy·ed for tile more dangerous
jobs· and r~;cei vea the more s eri ous injuri es .1
possible explanation is

t1:..a~

One

there is a l1i;;:h percentage

of more serious injuries occu:>"ring in U!e mining 1ndus try and it is in this ir.c)us try that there is a
}.1igh degree of unionization v/hich helps assure tenure.

1. Downey, Op Cit, p. 2.
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Als 0 the pensi on plans for miners tend to keep'
from wandering to s orne other L1.du:3 try.
16.2% of the cases in thb

sampl(~

t?:leJ1~

Al though

were permanent par-

tial injuries, a check of the 125 cases

i~

the

sa~ple

of injuries to mL_ers showed that 23.2;; of them left
perm.anent partial injury. Wben checked from another
angle it was shown t::l8.t m1.ning injuries cOnstituted
30.7% of the cases in th:;:sample, but that 52.7% of

all permanetlt partial injuries in thIS sarr..ple occu:':"red
to miners.
A word of caution shoulc. be spoken witl;
regard to the proceding f'igui"es on mining accidents.
AlthouSh the records of the Workllen's Compensation
Board are coded according to the industry in which
the injury occurs, this fact was not kno:'!U to the
WY'i tel" until after the files had been examined.
~ause

Be-

of the; lack of 2uff'icient time the files were

not re-examined to obtain tr:is information.

The fig-

ure of 125 mining accidents in the sample is based
upon internal evidence in the file:
compani es us e a specially printed

most mining

accider~t

form for

reporting accidents, and the des cripti on of the accidents, and the description of the

;a:c;ci~;and;;o{-4;h:e;
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employee's duties in the report gives strong indications
when a mining accident is being reported. 2
F~eport

The annual

01 the Kentucky Department of Industrial

I-~ela

tions for the Fiscal Year 1946-47 shows that 36.3%
of all accidents reported during tl:.e year were mining
accidents.

Since the 125 cases constituted 36.7%

of the sample, it is indicated that this questionable
J~ining

method of dis tinguishing

cas es at leas t 'Eeets

the t6St of proportionality.
An examiLation of t:'1e cases in tho sample

shows that in 55 c

9.S

es there was no

i~;.form':3. ti

on tho IT,ari tal s ta tus of the employee.

on given

Of the remain-

ing 284, s o!ne 245, or 86.3%, were marri ed and only 39,
or

13.7~0

were unmarried.

Thus in almost seven out of

every eight cases tLe :,',orker

:r~ad

legal depe:ldel':ts.

The figure of 245 married workers includes seven who
were listed as "widowed".

An effort was made to discover from the
339 files exa..'nined the number of children the injured

employee had.
pOint.

A di_ficul ty was encountered on this

Only the

r~port

form used by the mining

co.'llpani.::.s contaL:;.s a space to s1:l0w thE; number of
2. Such accide:lts as being injured b~T slate falling
from the roof are typical only of a mine.
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dependent children the injurecS. tad in addition to
his wife.

Among the 125 mining cases, a total of

69 workers were listed as having a total of 233
children for an average of 3.8 child:'en each.

The

69 cases include some married men definitely listed
as having no childr·en.

In the other cas es of mar-

ried ilLiners the space for number of children was
left blank and t:-:;ey were n9t included in the average.

Since the mining industry is localized in only

certain areas of the state,

,~;::~ich

possibly have their

own cultural patterns as far as size of family is
concerned, it is felt that these figures on the
number of derendents shouL':. not be apflied to all of
the industries of the state.
An analysis was als 0 made of t}}e wages

earned by the workers involved in these accidents
included in thE:; sample.
In only 329 of the cas es was it pos ::i ble
to determine the exact weekly wage of the

emplo~ree.

In U:8 other cas es there was merely a ·nota ti on of
"maxLnum" wage.
wa:::; ~46.79.

The average ','lage of th I~' 329 workers

In only 51 cases was the employee making

a less er su..'1l than that required to gi V'0 the maximum
benefi t paY::lent of $18.00, tlt.OO or ~i12.00 a week
depending upon the typ3 of i!1jury.

1'hi8 cons ti tu tes
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15.0% of the employees involved i~ the sample.

Only

one of these 51 low-paie Vlorkers received a permanent partial injury, and tbe otiJor 50 received totLtl
temporary L'1juries.

This means that in 98.2% of the

permanent partial injuries and in 82.3% of the total
temporary injuries, the worker received benefits at
a rate les3 than 65% of his wage.
The cas es were 9.-i vided as to the type of
injury and it wa.s found that in tht.: 273 total temporary
cases where definite wages were known the average
wage was

~40.00.

However, due to the
~ his

""."

C!

~18.00

ceili"1.g

\).'11 V

on weekly benefi L,7 eqUal' t"b 38.176 of the average
wage and

43.4~~

of the median wage for the total tem-

porary category.

These figures do not take into

consideration the waiting period of seven days immedia tely after the L'1jury during '11hi ch no benefi t
is paid unles s the total dis abili ty exceeds fouY' "eeks.
In 188 of these total temporary cases less tha!1 four
weeks were missed from work and benefits were not
paid retroactively for these seven days.
Most of tLle disabilities involved ir:. the
sample were from relatively unimport8..nt injuries.
The average benefit payment in the total temporary
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cases was $60.49, covering payment for 24.5 days of
compensable injury.

The median disability payment

was much lower, $33.42 for 13.5 days.

The average

period of total absence from work was 28.8 days and
the median was 20.5 days.

Thus by including the

waiting period the average wage missed by the worker
for a period of disablement was $192.47 and this was
partially compensated by ap average benefit payment
of $60.49.

Thus the average wage loss was

~13l.98

per total temporary injury, and benefits amounted to
but 31.6% of lost wages when tbe waiting period is
included.
A breakdown of thE; number of weeks benefit
paid in total temporary cases is given in Table I and
a numerical distribution of tr;e wages earned by these
employees is gi-,'en in Table II.

'I'he information in

these two tables is the basis for Chart I, and Chart
Ili.shml's the

dl~tri'huti(ln

Chart L

of "'''n''F>S in ff'rm"llf'ilt T"rtt"'l <'!:J,Sf'S.

shows that the wage distribution

is bimodal, reaching one peak in the

~30.00

to

~,40.00

a week range and a lesser peak in the $60.00 to $70.00
a week range.

This is probably affected by the sharp

differentials in pay between unskilled and skilled labor.
It was not :rossible to separate the cases on the basis
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of the skill of the worl::er i'n or'der to verify this
asswnption.
Any analysis of the permanent partial injury cases in the sample is made difficult by the fact
that benefits vary according to the extent of the
perrna::1ent injury rather than according to the length
of the time the employee mis 2es from worl,.

Frequent-

ly the worker continues on the same job at the same
pay after the healing period is over.

It is not pos-

;:oible to predict the extent to which the permanent impairment may at some time in tht:3 future affect his
chances of maintaining a job or obta:1.ning advancement.
Thus in permanent partial cases it is much more difficult to find some standard to use in measuring the
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adequacy of the payments received. 3

3. The difficulty of establishing any pattern for

considering permanent partial injuries is illustrated by the wide variations in the natur·.; of
the injuries received. Info~nation was obtained on the nature of the injury and the portion
of the body injured. The greatest number of
injuries falling in anyone classification was
found to be contusions and abrasions which amounted to 19.7% of the cases in the sample.
This was foLl.owed by 18.67b listed as lacerations;
15.6%, sprains; 14.7%, frQctures; 9.1%, unclassified; 7.6%, mashed or crushed; 6.5~~, cuts; and
3.8;~, burns.
From this it can be seen t11at the
more prevalent injuries are contusions, lacerations
and sprains, all of ·,vhi cn are generallyminor in
na ture, and in c onfor:nance wi tb tl'e large number
of total temporary cases fou:('..d.
VV'hen injuries were crmsidered fro::) t118 standpOint of the parts of the body affected, it ':;9..S
found that the most commonly occurring injury was
one involving one or two phalanges of one finger;
this occurred in 58 cases, and was followed next
by 39 injuries to tLs sntir,~ i~a::1d '3.nd by 32 injuries to one foot; 31, to one leg, and 24 to the
back. 'The overall pictures of the injuries
shows that in the s<:cmple th ere were 139, or
4l.01{ injuries to a ha:ld or arm; 100, or 29.5%
injuries to tb.e leg or foot, and 100, or 29.5:1;,
injuri es to tL.e r;.js t of tlle body.
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DIST_,IBU~1

OK C.B BK:EFITS PAIL Ace OEDE.G
rro 11;.8 SIZE OF '... L.:i: PAY."EJJT Ii-I TOl'J.L
T.w~Pu['.AhY DIS~·I.BILI'r:" CASES II: SA:.~pr E

T' OT' ;I.L BE;. EFI (I

APPEOXH./iTE NO.

vT.2::JC::: DISAEILlj,'Y

Less than $18.00
1'If 18.01 to tF 36.00
~ 36.01 to W 54.00
~54.01
to ~ 72.00
~ 72.01 to ~144.00
~144.01 to ~216.00
over ~r21b.00

1/7 to 1 week
1-1(7 to 2 weeks
2-1/7 to 3 weeks
3-1/7 to 4 weeks
4-1/7 to 8 weeks
8-1/7 to 12 weeks
over 12 weeks

98
61
32
4
60
20
6

TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF WAGES EA~L}1ED EY
\vOFJeER II'; TOTAL T:r;r.~PO::t,i~':Y
DISABILI'IY CASES H: TEE SAI,[PLE

IJln.IBEH

WEEKLY W.lG E

(J ..

/0
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HEL.i:;.'IION OF
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'it
•
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~~70 .00 to ;),;79.99
~i80 .00 to ~\89 99
~90.00 to <lt99.99
!

.

~100.00

and over

56
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32
29
9
3
5

20.1%
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16.2
7.6
11.5
10.4
3.2
1.1
1.8

65% to 60%
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18% or less
60~o
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In only 53 of the permanent partial cases
was it possible to tell exactly the wage of' the employee.
The average weekly wage was $55.43 and the median
wage was ~:58.00 a week.

The fact t:nat the Eledian

was larger than the average indicates that the body of
the injuries fell among the higher paid workers.
This bears out thJ figures previously given on the
high incidence of

permanen~

partial injuries in the

coal mines where the pay is generally high, due to the
hazards of the ,:ork and the succes s of collective
bargaining in

th~

industry.

A numerical distribution of the wages in
permanent partial cases is shown in Table III and
curve of the distribution is shown in Chart I I .

It

shows that in these cases there is not a bimodal curve,
but that the curve rises only to a flat plateau from
$30.00 to $60.00 and then rises to a brief peak in the
$60.00 to $70.00 a week range and tten falls shar·ply.
If the same analysis of the differential between unskilled and skilled labor be used again, it would indicate a much higher incidence of permanent partial
injuries among skilled laborers than was found a'1long
the total temporary cases and the converse that there

.f
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were relatively fewer permanent partial accidents
among the sldlled workers.

Of course, it must be

recognized that seniority on a job tends to give
higher pay, but there should be a definite relationship between seniority and skill in

~ost

cases.

'There was only one ins tance among the 53
permanent partial cases where the weekly wage was
less than the

~23.08

which entitles the worker to the

maximurrL of ~15.00 for a schedule, injury.
The duration of the pay:nents received
depend on the pa!'t of the bOl'ly impaired, in both
schedule and non-schedule cases.

However, the size

of the weekly payment depEmds on the percentage of impair;rent rather than on whether tLr,e was being missed
from work.

Thus once the healing peri.od was over and

the man retur'ned to .; ork he ei ther received a lump
sum payr:lent of the remainin,s mon6Y due or els e continued to get r::.:gular
work.

pa~n;J.ents

after he retuJ:'ned to

'Thus he was at least for a period in an improv-

ed financial 8i tuation in

m~ny

cases.

In only thr'ee

permanent partial cases was a rating of more than 50%
disability to the body as a whole given; also in one
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'J!af:

case there

~h

amputation of an arrn and in another a

rating of 701b dis abili ty to a leg.

In tl:es e few cas es

the file was not clear as to V'(etber they were able to
return to their former jobs, but thIS nature of the injury made it ques ti onable.

In the

re~;lainil1g

50 perrna-

nent partial cases it was indicated that the employee
returned to his sai;le jOb.

Since in all of t:-.:e total

temporary cases, except one, the

emploJ~t~E::

returned to

the old job, it is inc.icated tLat tY:ere was no difficul ty vii tb ree:aployment in
enti 1'8

S

98;~

of the cases in the

am:ple.
After the emplo;y-ee bad returned to work,

there was a strong te:::.dency to pay hiT:',

t:::-~e

compensaticn due him in a lu.l1lp sum rather
for ti::ce s}'ecifled period.

of

t:r~e

t:'~an

weekly

In 19 cases hunr sum paymsnts

wer'e made after tLE::: llealing period.
34.5~~

remai~'liLg

This constituted

reY'manent partial cases in the sample.

In 40 of the 55 :r:-ern'ta"'-:ent pa:c,tial

C3.S

es

the file sbows that the employt-;E:: was paid at tl-:e rate
of ~18.00, or sli~iltly less, durine; U,e nealine; period.
However, the number of weeks that the
at. thE:;

hi[~her

be~-,efi

t was paid

ra t.e was later subtract.ed from the total

nu,:,ber of weeks for which he was enti tIed to raYInGnts
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at the schedule Qr non-scbedule rate.

This acccunts

for the fact Ulat the length of the healing period
was given in thE; file.

Thus if there were a three

week healing period followed by a 11% disability to
one eye, the three weeks woule! be deducted from tbe
one-hundred wee}<:s peri od of paY1:1ent au thori zed in the
schedule for this injury, and tbe worker woule: be entitled to receive

ninety-e~ven

weeks compensation at

the rate of ~ll.65 (ll~t of ~15.00).

An average of the

healing periods in the 40 cases in the sample
16-3/7 weeks, and the m6di ~'n vias 8-5/7 weeks.

w~s

Only

nine of thes e healing peri ods, or 22.5%, ran in exces s
of 20 weeks.

Under tbe 1948

a:r~Endr.leLt,

only the exceSE:

over 20 weeks is nOIY deducted.
As a parallel to the above figures on healing peri ods a

cr~eck

was made of the 936

pel--ma!.'.:.b~'lt

tial cases abstl'acted from the register.
these the

h,~alin[

period was given.

par-

In 511 of

The average for

tbis grou[. was a healillg period of 16-5/7, as compared to the average of 16-3/7 weeks in the sample.
However, the median was 11-1/7 whic r': is considerably
higher than the median of 8-5/7 weeks in the sample,
01
and tl:lere were 14 .1._ cas es, or 28 • 21'),

period was in excess of 20 weeks.

TN b~ere

t
l 'nea Ii ng
,-~le
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It was felt that the three death cases in·
the sample were too few to give an accurate picture
for thi s type of cas e.
cases abstracted from

In only 77 of the 85 death
t1~e

Register was it possible to

tell the average weekly wage.

In the remainingc.. cas es

it was only indica.ted that the wage was
enti tIe the dependents to

t~·:e

hiE~h

enough to

maximwn benefi ts.

The average wag~ in the 77 cases was t59.ll
and the median wage was $60.20. Once again the median
ran higher than the average and both figures show that
the deaths occu!'red more prevalently among the higher
paid workers.

'I'hus as wi t:t the figures on the perrila-

nent partial injuries there appears to be a correlati on betvleen the hazards of the job and t'ne si ze of
the wage paid.
The Register showed that in six of these
cases only an even fracticm, such as ~ or {, of $15.00
was paid indicatir.g that only a relation of partial
dependency was establis!led by some rela.tive.

In only

2 of the remaining 79 cases was t1:;e worker's wage so
low that less than the weekly maximum was payable.
The average weekly benefit in these 79 cases was $14.93
for full dependents.

If the cases of partial c.iependents

be added, the average payment was ~14.54 a wevk.

These

low benefi t rates oc cur among the fa:ni Ii es wr"i ell have

CHART 3
WAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
FATAL CASES
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been accus tor;.ed to receive the highes t average incomes.
In the 79 cases where it is known that the employee
is survived by one or more persons who were legally
establisLed as fully dependent,

t:~e

average weekly

ber::.efit of $14.93 constituted but 25.3~{ of the previous weekly income of the employee.

It is true that t11e

dependents in most cases can depend u}:on receipt of tbis
income for a known peri od o.f 400 weeks.
'I'his informati on gives an incomplete
pi cture of the dependency rela ti onships •

If ti:l1e had

permitted, and examination of these 85 de::..th cLd;,l
files would have shown the number and age of t::e dependents.

However, only actual contact wi t':~

would :eeveal what

a~ditional

t':~e

heirs

sources of income the

family had available through insurance and

savi~gs.

In order to better gs.uge the value of these
weekly benefi t payr;'_ents in ter;Y1S of real ea.rninn: it
is sugGested t'::-'at a brief review be

:r~ade

of t1::.e eco-

nomic conditions in tbe nation dUY'in[; tlJis period
from June to December 1946.
By June 1946 the post-war reconversion had
largely been accomplished and full employment levels
prevailed.

Employ(~ent

was stable but wa.ge rates
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increo.sed at the rate of 1% a month.

A1thou?;h wages

rose, t:ne situation was entirely different in regard
to real earnings.

In June 1946 the general decontrol

of prices began and during the period from June to
December 1946 the Bureau of Labor Statistics consUffiers price index rose 15~~, the steepest rise for such
a peri od in the 34-year his tory of t1::..e

inde~.

The

\'mge gaills during the peri O,d were more than wiped out
by the rising pr·ices.

There was a fall of real earn-

ings of 11.6% among bituminous coal miners during this
period. 4
An effort was als 0 made to fi:'ld some in-

dex of the cost of living during the last :Calf of 1846
to us e as a co;nparis on 'Hi th t'ce benefi t pa'Y1Tlents 1"eceived.

No one index was found which was entirely

sati:-.:factory for this purpose.
A Ci ty Worker's Family Budget was prepared for 1946 by the U. S. Departrnent of Labor. 5
This budget was developed to show
of four living in a city.
ence tt

n~e

nec:ds of a family

It is neither a "subsist-

budget, nor is it a "luxury" budg6t, but is an

4. Monthl Labor Review, June 1947, pp. 993-96.
5. U. S. u1"eau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 927,
t Marc!J 1948).

t
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att0mpt to describe and measure a ;:iodest but adequate
standard of li vL:g ;

tt it

rep res en ts what men c o!'!1lilonl y

expect to enjoy, feel tbat they have lost status and
are

experienci~g

privation if they can not enjoy, and

what they insist upon havinglt.

'This budget is also

described as a level "below whic:t deficiencies exist
in one or more aspect of a family c on::'umpti on. ,,6

A

separate budget was prepared for eacl:: of 34 ci ties
for both Iv!3.rch, 1946 and for June 1947.
Kentucl<:y was included.

No city in

lJ:'he median of tY.es e bucgets

was found in treG two budgets for Birmingham, Alabama.
In June 1946 the Birmil1gham budget was ilv252l.00 for
goods and services only, ana if' sucL items as taxes
insurance and occupational expenses be added, it rose
to ~2781. 00.

For the peri od of June 1947 the Bil"nlin[!-

ham budget had risen to $2904.00 and ~3251.00 respectively.7
the cost

When the lowest of these figures, that of
ofc~oods

and services alone for June 1946

is trans 19. ted into weel'ly wages it amOU:1ts to a ne0ded
wage of :iP48 .48.

The weekly wage for all t'. e cas es in

th.e ra~')dom sar::ple used in tLis study averaged ~46.79,
which indicates t-:cat even without an injury the Kentucky
6. Ibid, p. 7.
7. U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 927,
( 1948), p. 22.
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worker involved <lid not qui te measure up to

tr~e

earn-

ings indicated for t::is City Worker's Family Budget.
A different standard can be obtained frOfll
the 1946 Kentucky cos t-of-li vir;.g budget for single
working .vomen.

In mal:y s ta tes tlH3 minL!lUY!l wage rates

are set b:,' administraticTe action based upon tbe cost
of livi::g.

Such budgets are designed pri:::wr'ily to

show the annual

inco;~le

nec~ssary

supporting woman in health.

to .;:air.tain a self

This hypot}::etica1 si:lgle

woman worker has no dependents and lives in a boarding house and eats in a

restaur2~nt.

1J:'he budget for

Kentucky was designed to show her minimum needs to
1i ve adequately in terms of' contemporary ideas and
practices.
April 1946.

It was based upon a survey made in

I~arch

The results showed t~at $1340.97 a year

was needed for cornrr~odities and services and that $1562.22
a year was needed if sucn i te}'ilS as rri va te insurance
and savings (~22.39) and taxes ($178.65) be added. 8
This last figure amounts to $30.04 a week.

The Ken-

tucky surrvey showed the living costs for a single
woman, but a similar survey in IEas"achusetts in 1946
for bott. men and

won~en

reported in thE': s [!,:~e arti c1e

shows a striking similarity for it lists $1363.38 for
8. Ibid, pp. 52.54.
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c.ommodities and Services.

It dia not list tbe cost

of insurance, saviLgs and taxes.

The smaller Kentucky

budget amounted to a -:;ee1':ly wage of :j;25. 79, however,
this is an unrealistic figure since tt.e

worl~:er

Las no

choice concerning the paY,:ient of taxes.
Shortly after the budget was prepared, the
Minimwn Wage in Kentucky was raised to 50¢ an hour for
women, wi th a fEwf excepti on,s for wai tr8sS es and laundry workers.
hour week.
made until

This amounts to

~24.00

a week for a 48

The increase in the minimum wage was not
~ay

1947, however, it appears to be based

upon the cost of subsistence for a sir:gle woman during 1946.
When the average benefi t paynlent of $17.35
for total temporary injuries is compared to these
three standards, it amounts to 35.8% of the city family
budget, 57 .8~b of the working wornan's budget, and 72.3%
of the pres eYlt minimum wage for Vlo:nen.
'1'hen thes e fi gures are compared wi th the

$14.87 average benefit for a achedule permanent partial injury, it cons ti tu tes 30.7% of the ci ty fa.rnily
\

budget, 49.5% of the single woman's budget and 61.9%
of the minimwn wage for women.

When they are compal"ed
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with the $12.00 maximurii payment in non-schedule permanent partial cases, it amounts to 2'L9%, 39.9% and
50% respectively.
When the average benefit of $14.93 a week,
which was paid to full dependents of deceased employees,
is cOFlpared wi th these standards, it consti tutes 30.8%
of the ci ty family budget, 49.4% of the s:.ng1e woman '8
budget, and

62.2~b

of the mi:r:imu.r.l wage for women.

Admittedly the city workers family budget
is open to many criticisms as a standard for judgir..g
the adequacy of benefi t pa7YTlents made under the act.
First of all it is designed for a family of four, a
husband, a wife who does not work and two children of
school age.

Among the coal miners the family size was

larger than this, but there are bound to be many families affected by tee Act which are not this large.
Furthermore only a porti on of t'Le workers involved are
city dwellers.

Also the budget is not designed as a

subsistence budget, but as a budget air.1ed at the poir:.t
at which the family stops worrying about being able to
buy mOl'e items for thE;

fal~~ily

and begin to becol1e

concerned wi tL buying i te;lS of better qua1i ty. 1)rObably the best way to consider ttis budget is as the
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very upfer limit which should enter into any discuss i on of the adequacy of benefi t paY:l:.en ts •
These criticisms can not be made of the
lif,24.00 minimum wage for women.

Due to the fact that

none of the files involving injury to women sho'l:ed
the number of their dependents it is impossible to
tell hOli'[ many women wi thout dependents were ir.vol ved
in injuries.

Of the

entir~

sample, only 8% of the

injuries were to women and only a portion of these
were single and free of dependents.

For these few

women the very highest scale of $18.00 a week was
o~ly 72.3%

of this minimum amount needed for health

and decency.

However, most injured workers have

more financial responsibilities tl:an does the s:"l:.gle
womarl..

lherefore for a large maj ori ty of the irejured

workers in total temporary accidents, the adequacy of
the benefi t ranges s omewheY-e downward from a high of
72.3% toward a minimun: low of 35.87~.

In trying to

evaluate the adequacy of thc:: benefi ts paid in per;:lanent
partial injuries, the extent of the ir:1painnent interj ects an addi ti onal variable whi cll mal{es it doubly

difficult to gauge.
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Among the fatal cases U'_e ;i?15.00 a week
amountc to 62.2% of tie minimum wage for single won;en.
In cas es of widow vii thout children and able to work
the benefi t

pa~rment

is excellent as a suprlenent to

her wages, but it is questionable whether it is enough
for her to live on wi thout having to go to work.
is the optimum situation for dependents.

This

In the case

where a widow is left with ?everal children of school
age, the adequacy of the benefit is far below 62.2%.
Should the wife go to work it is necessary for relatives to assume a share of caring for the children
or else the widow must hire someone to care for them
or place

therr~

in an ins ti tu ti ons •

Under the Kentucky

Aid to Dependent Children program. addi ti onal aid would
have been possible for the widow.

This program would,

in 1946, supply 50~~ of the defici t in the family budget
up to a maxirn.wn payr:lent of $18.00 a month for the
first child and $12.00 a month for each additional
child under the age of 18 years.
mental

allowa~~ce

The only govern-

possible to the widow herself is

the social securi ty allowance in cas es

w:~ere

the widow

is older than 65 years. 9
9. Interview, rt~r. Grubbs, State Office of Economic
Security, April, 1949

ChAPTER

5
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Tlill ADlviIHISTRATIO>: OF 'l'EE MHTUCKY
lJOF~Ki:.EN' S COLiPE1\fSATI ()~; ACT

11

The ends sought in the adnlir1is tra ti on of

a compensation law are the prompt and full payment of
uncontested claims and the cheap and equitable determina ti on of dis pu tes" .1
Both the National Conference of Labor
Legislators and the I. A. I. A. B. C. have recommended that a corrunission or board be used rather than the
courts in order to secure a simple, convenient and
inexpensive method of settling the claims of injured
workers. 2
The Kentucky legislature has set up a Workmen's Cornpens a ti ell... Board as a part of the DepartIEen t
of Industrial Relations.

It consists of three members

aPIointed by the Governor, and an executive secretary
for the Board is

aPl::oL~.ted

Industrial Relations. 3

b;,

tr.. e

Co~]nis:,ioYler

of

The executive secretary has

immediate supervision of the employees of

t~le

Board.

};!;ach employer operating under the Workmen's
Compensation Act is required to report

wit~ir.

seven

days after kno':!lodge thereof every injury causing an
Cit~ p. 66.
Labor :'eview, October 1946, p. 547.

1. Downey, Op

2.

3.

Monthl~

KES 34 .215, 342.220.
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absence from work of morE; than One dD_y. 4
er is subject to a maximum fine of

~125.o0

The employshould he

fail to file tbis report along with a 3uPllemental
report when the employee returns to -Nork. 5

When the

customary procedurE:: is followed the employer and the
employee enter into and sign an agreement as to the
amount of compensation due the employee under the Act.
'Two different forms are
this purpose.

au~l;.orized

by the Board for

One is a preliminary agreement in which

the facts of the accident and the injury are set forth
and the wb:::.kly rate at which
is stated;

tl~.e

employee is to be p<.dd

this is designed to be agreed upon at the

beginning of the disableme:':lt and it is ge:lerally referred to as an open agreement since it sets no final
limit on the benefits which will beCOlrle due.

The other

form is a final agreement form to be signed after
the worker has returned to '.'i"ork or after permanent
degree of disability has been determined;

it sets

forth the final ciuration of disability and states
what total benefits ::ire due the employee.
therE; is

~~othing

in the law requiring the employer

to file eithe}' of these
4. KF~S 342.330
5. KRS 342.990

However,

(1).

tiflO

agreement fOI"!ilS with the
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Board.

Once an injurJ is rsported to the Board

a file number is assigned to it, but no case is ever
c10s ed unti 1 a f:2.Y"la1 agreOf118nt is filed ITi U: the
:Soard [ud arlJroved by it.

'l'he failure to file this

agreGfnent is the caus e of so many eas es s till being
open rd th the Board.
In cases where the employer and the emJ.:loyee can not reach an

~re'_;j'nent

as to how much

compensation is due the employee, he may request
the Board for a decision on the merits of the case.
The case is t:'len assigned to a referee for a >ea1"ing of the evidence.

The referee reports his find-

ing and these are turned over to One of the Board
members for a decis ion.

Li ther ::; ide m?"y reques t a

review of tLe decision of tt.e siug1c; member by the
full Board.

Decisions of the full Board are final

regarding the determination of the facts in the case.
However further appeals can be

~J.ade

to the courts

for interpretations of tLe pOints of' law involved.
Apreals from the Board are made to tl1e Cireui t Court
and may be further apJ.:ealed to the Court of Appeals.
Disputes arise in only a small percentage
of the cas es •

In the others it is the purpos e of
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the law that the parti es arri ve at an agreelr.en t
between themselves based upon the provisions of the
Act.

If the agreements are filed wi til U!e Board,

it passes upon

tr~em

and if everything apl-ea..:"s to

be in accordance ,dtL tl,e provisions of the law,
the Board ordinar'ily app'oves the
and closes its file.

fi::~al

agreemer:t

Even though a file hees been

closed it Bay always be reopened by the Board upon
the submis i:;.i on of proof that the f:i. nal agree;:lent
Vlas obtai ned through fraud or that there has been
a subsequent change in th0 physical condition of
the employee as a result of the injury.
Such a syste;n as this puts tl"e empLasis
on direct handling between the employee and the
employer, or the latter's insurance company.

The

employee, if not satisfied, by su'ch direct contact,
n:ay always call upon the Board for a decision.
As noted elsewhere, the randol'll sample

used in this study was obtained by taking every tenth
file nurr.ber fy·om among 7000 reported to
during the last half of 1946.

tt~e

Board

Of the 700 cases so

chos en, 49 were of injuY'i es occurring ei ther before
or after tr_e six months period being surveyed.

Of
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the remaining 651 cases, 312, or 47.6% consisted
0~11y

of an accident repoI't and nothinr; else.

weI'e still beiog carried as open files.
cases the Board had no

informati'~n

They

In these

as to the dura-

ti on or extent of t:le injury other than what had
been f'urnished by the employer in his accident report.

'There was nothing in the file bearing the

Signature of the

emplo~{ee

to verify that an agree-

ment had been reached or that any beYlefits had been
paid.

It is possible that all of

t~ese

were cases

where the employee missed les: than seven days from
work and had no permanent injury, and thus no benGfi ts were payable to t:le worker.

However, the

fact remains that these files are so incomplete that
the Board is una.ble to deter;nine this to be tlJ.e case
and it is not

~ithin

the power of the Board to re-

quire the filing of final

agre~nents.

A detailed check was made of each of the
remaining 339 files in which more complet;;:; information had been filed iVit:b tl1e Board.

'The methods

used in checking the reliability and validity of this
sal£lple are outlined in Appendis A.
One of the goals of prompt adminis tra ti on
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is to see that benefits
regularly.

are paid promptly and

hlany records were incomplete and in only

275 of the cases was it possible to determine the
date on which the first payment was made.

It was

found. that this occurred on an average of 47.3 days
after disability began.

In the ordinary case the

firs t payment of weekly benefi t is not due until t:-Le
14th. day after disability began.

A certain runount

of investigation is required on the part of the employer to deterrdne if the claim is one Vlhi ch properly
should be paid, and therefore s o;:~e delay in making
the firs t paj'Tilent may be expected, but once payments
s tart there is no reas on why they shouhi not be made
at regul::lr intervals thereafter.
A breakdown of the ty},:es of cases shows
tha t among thE'; 232 total temporary cas es t-."lere was
an average delay of 45.0 days from the date disabili ty began until the firs t pay;.-,ent was made.
Among the three fatal cases there was an average
delay of 41. 3 days and among the 40 cas es of permanent partial disabili ty the average delay was 61.1
days.

It should be noted

t~at

in this last subdivi-

sion theY'e are included two cases in which petitions
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were filed and Learings held before any pay::'lent was
made. If these two cases,

~ter~

part of

t~e

was due to thE; adlllinis tra ti ve proc'jdures ,of
Boarci, be

eli:d~ated,

t~le

averag.;; for the

delay
t~le

remaini~lg

per::nanent partial cases was 36.9 days and the average
for the entirE:;; g::'oup of 273 cases is 43.8 cays.
The above figures cover only the speed
with which the first

payj;:~nt

was ::,ade.

The reg-

ularity of subseque!lt payments is also a 'latter of
inter-est.

Out 01' the 275 cases, a check showed that

there were 44 cas es, or 26.9%, in whi ch origi' ~al
payn,e:::ts were made wi thin 28 days and in which there
were subs equerlt payrr,ents wl:ich were made in a
and regular ma.nner.
pa~T;ne:c..t wa:~

In these cases the

prO~YLpt

originf~l

made on an average of 20.6 days after

disabili ty began and t:':,6 rE.:maini g payments were
made at regul':r intervals of o::e, tiYO, or four wec:Ls.
In 188 cas es

w~~ere

no claim was filed wi th the Board,

there was only one payment made and ttlis was made
at the ti:.ne of the final settle:,:ent with the worker.
'lhese payments were made on an average of 50.2 days
after the s tart of dis abili ty.

However, acl

arlalysis

of thes e 188 cas es where only one payr,lent w'as made
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showed that in 1.36 cases, or 49.5~~ of the 275 knm/U
cases, they mis:;ed no more tl:an 28 d'1.ys fron 'Nork,
and the one pajillent was made on an average of 38.6
days from

t~e

disability date.

The procedure of not

making intermediate pa:ime.:.lts on a period of short
disability can pos,ibl:! be jUcJtifieci from an administrative standpoi:at, but it is l:ard to justify the
delay of 38.6 days from di,s abili t~T in thes e cas es.
In the

r(:.m,aini::--~g

cas es, w:t.i ch cons ti tu t-

ed 2:3 .6% of the 275, no paY~flent was made until the
i'iLal settlement.

In each of thes e there w'as a

disabili ty of' more tLan 28 days an:::5_ in none of them
was t:cere any li tiga ti on.

Amo:-~[;

average delay of 80.9 days L-:c

tl-::es e

~ilaldng

tl~ere

was an

the one pa:r;i1ent.

If tbe two cases be adcied in ,'ll'ich a :.-_earing -;vas
held by the Board before any payment was made, the
delay in maldnr the

pa;:,n;lent ris es from 80.9 days

0,10

to 97.3 days.
In the remaining 11 cases more than one
pay:rlent was made but the
ir'regul~n;

intervals.

payment~

were ;nade at very

These cons ti tuted 4~,s of the

275 knovm cas es •
To sUn12narize

t.:~e

speed wits

\'i1.1 ich

the
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initial payrnent was made, it is indicated that in
26.9~; of the cases pa:lments were made p:.:'omptly and

regularly;
lo~:g

that in 23.6% of the cases there was a

delay in mal?inr; paJ'1nents of compensation for

periods of disability in excess of 28 days;

and that

..
4 0;:). 5~
in t 'hE; rCI:19.1nlng
70 of the cas es there v:as a

singlG raymsnt for les

than 28ds.ys disability, but

that tilL:, one payment was made after a questioLable
delay.
Another point of

L~teres

t is tbe speed

wi tj:~ which a final settlcm-.ent wa:o. rllade wi th the workere

In only 294 of the cases in the sample was it

pos.:ible to determine the exact
s ettle;-.lent was made.

d~te

on which a final

In tte remaining cas es the

final aCreeuent form was not d':.ted or als e a
injury was inVOlved
before

n

~nd

per;~ianent

the agreesent was Signed

e worl,sr returned to 't."orl{.
In the tr_ree cas es involving a de:1 th the

agreeJrlents were Signed on an average of 36.3 days
after the date of deatl'; and 41.3 days after the date
of th.e injury.
Among the 291 other

C'lS

es in "nhi eh tb.e date

of settlement is known, there was an average lapse of
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76.7 days from the date of injury.
be reme:c,bered that in
to prepare the final

~nost

However, it must,

cases it is not p023ib1e

agre~nent

for signature before

the retur'n of tbe employee to V'lor'k.

A check of these

291 cases shows that there was an average disability
of 38.4 days and that the sett1e::nent was reached
on an aver'age of 38.3 days after the retul"n of the
employee to h1.'3 jOb.
A breakdown of ti:is figure between the
total

tempor[H'~T

injuries a:1d the permanent partial

injuries showed a marked variation.
cas es ir:vol ving total temporar:r

Among the

il'":..~uri

25~'

es U_ere was

an average dt-1ay of 23.2 days from the return of
the v\,orker to his job until Vee
ment.

However, with t::-)G 36

there was a

dela~{

si::,;nin~~

per::'113..:':e~'lt

of 145.5 days.

Tl:..e

of t'he agree-

partial cases
~:ledi an

delay

of' tLis group was 130.5 days.
1he1'e are seve:cal i'c1ctors
cause a delay in making a final
permanent partial case.

TNLic~h

sett1e~;~e.!lt

te ..d to
in a

It is in this type of case

th3.t ttere is gri::;ater room 1.·or disagrselnent as to
the extent of the injury.

All J' O·l.E~ of tl:..e cas es in

which petitions were filed a:ld

hea"L1E~s

.r~eld

by a
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referee are found in

t~is

group.

Another factor

is that in ;'uch cases the bealing i:

slow.

In these

36 cas es ti:ere was an avel'age peri od of 95.3 days
before the wo:cker could return to work.
bab1e

th~l L

only to

in s one of thes e cas es

1iC;~lt

t:t~e

It i.: poo-

worker returned

work and it was :10t until later

t~~3.t

the att·,;::di:'"lg doctor felt tt:at a :maxinlu..rn recov:,ry
lad been obtained and was: wi -: 1i:1.[7 to vetu:::'e a ra ting of the percentage of

rer,~aining

disabi11 t~T.

such cases it is to the advar:..tage of

t~:e

In

employer to

wai t for ;-:J.aximum :.·ecovery before obtai ni':!." a final
ratin2' of the pe:;-·centage of

per:.~ane~lt

bi1i ty rihich is left from an injury.

partial disaSince the work-

er 1:a8 retur'ned to hi:,,: job and is again on t:.,e payroll b.e does not apI-1y as much pres sure for a final
agreemeLt concerning the extent of permanent injury.
This may in part account for the delay of 118.4
days in entering into final settlements in the cases where
there was no litigation.
A more detailed check was made of the
aruninistrative
juries.

handling of 55

pe~aanent

partial in-

In 11 of these cases payments were made at

regular intervals, at the perr:lanent partial rate of
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~15.00

a week, for· the period of time for which pay-

ments were due or else payments were still being
made at the time the file was exa:nined.

In these

11 cases it was not always clear whethGr the work-

er llad mis sed any time from work.

For ins tance tbe

worker might suffer the amputation of a little finger
and return to work within seven days.
he would still be entitled to

paT~lents

In this case
of

~15.00

a

week for 15 weeks even though he was not absent from
work for 15 weeks.
In the four r:;er:,"anent partial cas es where
a petition was filed for a hearing by the Board, an
average of 523 days, or 17 months, 6 days elapsed
from the date of the disability until final paYlnen t.
In two of the cases a compromise was reached and in
the other two a Board decision settled the case.
tTIen the healing period is subtracted in these cases
it is found that final payment was made on an average
of 362 days after the return to :'\ ork.
In three of the permanent partial cases
the file was so indefi1i te that it was impossi ble
to tell what was paid or when.
In one of the permanent parti 8.1 cas es
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rather peculiar circumstances were involved.

The

employee had arthritis of tL6 spine prior to receiving

8.

back injury which left him totally and

pernlanently disabled.

After drawing tenefi ts at

the rate of ~18.00 a week for 49 weets, he entered
into an agreement stating that he was totally disabled but that 60~~ of the disabili ty was due to a
pre-existing condition anp. agreed to accept
week (40% of

~i(15.00)

~4.80

a

for 371 weeks (420 weeks less

the 49 weeks already paid).

This agreeynent was

aprroved by the Board and the file closed.

The

employee later 8r1ployed an attorney but t:he Board
failed to reopen the cas e on the grounds t!1at no
medical proof was submitted that the man was less
than 60% disabled prior to the accident.

The attor-

ney made no apparent effort to secure a payment from
the Subsequent Injury Fund mentioned previously.
In the remaing.36 permanent partial cases
the employee was paid total temporary benefi t.:.:, at
the rate of

~18.00

a week, during the period of

recovery from the injury and was paid the remaining benefit due him for the permanent injury in a
unit payment after his return to work.

In the cases
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where there was ,a lengthy healing per.i od followed
by some I--)ermanent partial injury, there seemed to be
consicierable confusion among the emr:loyers as to
whether the worker should: be paid. at the rate of
t18.00 or ~15.00 a week during the healing period.

The 1946 law was ambiguous on this point, but this
has been cleared up by the 1948 amendment with regard to the healing

perio~~

The examination of the files showed that
there was considerable uniformity in the speed of
reporting

inju~ies

to the Board.

In all the caseS

in the sample, the employers rerort was received
by the Board on an average of' 32.7 days after the
disabili ty began.

Villen this was subdivided accord-

ing to the type of' injury, the elapsed times were
32.8 days for total temforary cases, 32.5 days for
the permanent partial cases, and 41.3 days for the
three fatal cases.

'I'here was nothinG in the files

to indicate that any effort 'lias made to fine any of
the employers fQr a delay in reporting an accident.
Howev,_r the promptness in filing this one report
where a fine wae possible might be interpreted as
indicating an advantage in having the law on the
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statute books • . It is in marked contrast to the
failure or

slow~1ess

on the part of enployers in

submi ttinrr agreement forms and medj_cal

re~or'ts.

The Board has authorized and '(Jill furnist
a form which can be used for the doctor's report
on tLe extent of injury.

Hmvever only in 173 cas es ,

or 50.7'}s, Vias a report from a physician filed with
the Board.

'l'hey were suh1:-i tted in 56.4;{ of the

permanent partial cases and in 49.9% of the total
temporary cas es •

There were y)·any ins tances in VIhi ch

final agreements involving serious injuries were
SUbl~,i

tted to and aprroved by the Board without any

medical inf'or:,_ation being submi tted to the Board.
Since there is nothing in the law requiring the
submission of such reports the Board has little
way of verifying that the settlement entered into
is in accordance wi tL the actual

~bysical

condi tion

of the employee.

One cri ti cis.re that can be made of

the Act as it now

star~ds

is that tbe Board

il1 SO

T:lany

cases !:lust rely solely on the facts furnidled to it
by the interested parties.

This places a high de-

gree of faitl1 in the fa:ir-mindedness of all parties
concerned.

,jeveral of' tLe files shmved that the
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Board had r-etur-ned agreement for;'Yls to be corl'scted
in order to confor:n wi t't trle provisioI:8 of tbe Act
on vari OWJ points.

In many of

the~:

e the .509.rd llo.d

to ·,'.'rite rcreat6dly to secur'a the retu:::'n of the corrected f01'J1s.

'The only s ancti

OlJ.

tLe _: oarci has if

it is not returned is to vii thhold it,: approval of
trJe agreeJlent, and the signed agreement is not binding on the parties until t-t has been :;::'0 a:rrroved.

It is

ilnpo~'sible

to tell just from the

exan;ination of the files vll:,ethey- or not the

medic~l

attention furnished was of the proper caliber.

In

only a very few of tIle cases was there any inc.ication
that the pati8nt was treat ESc b:'l morc tYan one aoctOl'.
rihis might be inter'ploeted as
employee

ViaS

satisfiaci with

il1d~,

t~~e

ca tin:" that tl-:e

attention furnished

and did not insis t upon being treated by

~~

Omeone els e.

In most of the files ::'n which a medical report was
not submitted, the accident report showed that the
employee was being treated by some specific doctor.
'Ihe above ini'or),cati on was te.ken from the
cases randomly selected as a -sample.
the entire;:: file vias exa::,lined.

In these cases

Howe'ver further in-

forma ti on was obtained from U:e Legis tel' maintained
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by the Workmen's Compensation B08.:::-d.

The Register

shov'lS whether a temporary, permanent or fa tal injury
was involved.

A code number shows the nature and

location of the injury, such as a cut hand or a
sprained back.

The natu:::-e of the inju:>y is divid-

ed into nine classifications such as lacerations,
b_uises, fractures, sprains, etc., and the portions
of the body are divided into 91 clasdfications such
as hand, i,ndex finger, eye, etc..

'l:he Hegister

further shows the employees age, hi,c; weekly wage,
the o.uration of the disability, the rate at which
weekly benefits were paid, tbe total amount of' the
award, tl:e datE' on Nti eh the Board Rp;roved the final
agreement, whether or not a portion of the benefit
was paid in a lu.rnp
for a

hear~ng

S"U..'11

and whether or' not a reques t

was filed.

Thus much valuable infor-

ma ti on was gained on many cas es wi t1;-ou t the neces si ty
of examining its file.
The Hegister was examined for the last
half of 1946 and the above info:::-'mation abstracted
on all the cases inVOlving deaths, permanent injuri es and total temporary injur'i es invol vine: a
disability of more tban 60 days.

It is felt that
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this covers some information on all the serious
accidents har:l·ening during the peri od of this study.
In all, 1375 cases were abstracted from
the 2egister.

This included 85 fatal cases and 936

ca:::, es of permanent parti al injury.
cases in the

~egister

'There were three

which were coded as being

tots.l p8rY:'lanent injuries, but tIje amount 01 the
final settlements approvec;l in the cases indicate
that they were actually only
.Amon~' these

ca<.~es

partiall~r

disablir:g •

thel'e were 86 in which U:.e parties

had not agreed and a petition for a hearing had been
filed by the employee.

'1'11e number of aceide:1tE'

reported to the Board for the entirl fiscal
of 1046-47 was 1£,307.

yea~

Therefore it h) estinated

that aprroximately 0500 occurreel ciuI'ing: the la:,:,t
half of 1946.

Thus it is seen that tLere was

litigation in only O.g~: of tLe cases.
s peaks well fo:!.'

t~:(:;

This fact

effec ti venes E; of tbe c oupens a-

tion syst8.m as compared witb tl-:e olci com.mon

l[~w

pr!lctices.
In 18 of the cas es wher'e a claim was
filed the caSE:; was dismif:::sed by tl:e Board without
any money being awarded.

In these 18 cases it was
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not poseible to tell what type injury

wa~

involved

since tl1e line in the Eegis ter \'Jas not COtnTleted.
In the r'<::o:Eaining cas es clairrc.'3 were f11 ::;6. in 5

f'~ tal

cases, in 5 total temporary cases and in 58 pen1anent par'tial cas es.

m1en analyzed this 3D OHS that

claims were filed in 5.9):, of all the fatal cases,
in 6.2;, of all

pel'mane~:.t

r-artial cases ano. in

0.06~,;

of the total te:11pOrary cas.es occur:::'inr:: in tb(:; last
half of 1946.

It is qui te appar'ellt that there is a

greater tendency for disagree;r:ent over the compensation cue to occur

in the two classifications

the mor·e ser-ious injuries are received.

Vl~::ere

It is hard

to say whether the small nwnber of claims filE:;d in
total temforary cas es shov'ls better handling of thes e
cases or whether it merely indicates that so little
mo:ney was involved that the employee

t~ad

difficul ty

getting so.:e lawyer' to :-::andle the case:'or him.

The

lawyer representing an employee in a claim is not
allowed. to charge a fee in excess of
firs t

~?l,

000 r'ecovered and

10~':

l5?~

of tbe

of any amount in

exces s of that.
The hegis tel' shows th.t in

tr.;./~;

contes ted

cases where awards were given there was an average
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elapsed time of 416 days, or 13 montts, 21 days,
from the time of the injur-y until a final decision
'\\'as made.

Thi:. is qui t8 a bi t les ['. than the 17

months, 6 days which was the average for tbe four
claim cas es included in the s arnple.

In thes e cas es

there was an average healing period of 155

day~~.

rrhis would indicate a final decision of the 68 clai";:s
ir.. an average of' 2CO.5 days after

employee to his job.
les ;:. tban

ttH:':

ttJ'::

return of the

Once again this is

conside~ably

average of 362 d,:lYS in the foul" claim

cases in the sample.

The information

fro~

the

RegiS ter does not show the le1"J.sth of time from tLc
date of whieL

disabilit~;

filed wi t~~L the Board.

began until ttte claim was

Eowever, tt c averages taken

from the =.egister are based upon all tl':e clai;'ls
during tl:e six months an(J it £'ollo::s that the
figures arr'i ved at from U:ce foul" clain cas es ir: the
sample were too narrowly based to be accurate.
Contested claims generally fall into two
main clas,ifieations:

those \';hich involve medical

ques ti Ons and thos e involving ques ti ons of coverage,
al t::~:ouSh come claims inVOlve botb..

In the first

classification fall the cases where it is clear and
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uncontested that the injuy,y was one ar'ising out of
and ::"ecei ved in the course of the employment, but
where the interested rarties can not agree on what
is the actual degree of permanent injury resultin,R"
from the injury. In these cas es the tes timony is
largely medical.

In the other

of inju:cy is agreed

UpOE

cat~:~ory

the extent

but the point in

i,"-~ue

is

whetr,er the accident occur.red in such a manner as to
bring it within the scope and operation of the Act,
::.uch as the case of an injury while on the way to
wor-}~.

'These cases involve testimony

the facts of the occurrence.

rel~ltive

to

Since ttu information

used on contested cases was abstracted from the Eegister, rather than from the files, no information
was obtained on the 1'ela ti ve nurnber of claire,s bas ed
on medical and coverage questions.
An examination of all t::e 85 fatal cases

in the hegister shows an elapsed time of 81.2 days
from the injury until the agreement that had been
entered into wi th the dependents VIas apfroved
the Board.

-r~'y

This is in contrast witb the average

of 41.3 days from injury to the signing: of the agreement in the three fatal cases found in the sample.
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The larger figure of 81.2 days can be affected by
the delay on the part of the employer in subr,ii tting
the agrec;ment to the Eoard after it was signed.
Since tie Board meets but twice a month there i::
a further delay from tLe tL.e the Board receives
it until the date it is apr;roved.
The exa.mination of the Register also
threw ligbt on th.e

practic~.s

ing lump sum payments.

'Hi tt regard to mak-

Amons the 1375 cases ab-

stracted from the Register there were lump sum
pay.::lents made in 349 of them.

:lrone were found among

the total temporary cases since future payments
are never involved in such cases.

They were

made

in 13 fatal cas es, of 15. 3;:~ of thos e taken from
the Eegister, and in 336 permanent partial cases,
of in 37.1% of the register cases.

The average

amount of lump sum payment was ~,,14l5.00 and t893.85
respectively.
None of the three fatal cases in the sample
involved a lU.i'11I= sum }:ayment.

However, a special

check was made of tbe files of the 13 cases abstracted from the :1egister in which the Board authorized
a. lurnp sum paJlTlent of varying porti ons of the amount
which woule eventually be raid to trjh dependents.
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The lump

SUJl1

amounts authorized varied greatly.

smallest was for
:1;;4061.21.

~39.50

'Ihe

and the largest was for

The fi les showed that the smaller awards

were generally to be used by the heirs in paying
urgent debts incurred in connection with tte funeral
or final .medical treatment.

In the cases where

large lwr.p sum paymentE' were permi tted by the Board,
it was in mos t cas es to b.e us ed to buy a home or
a business which would help
Befor'e any sizeable lump

SUJl1.

~uPI·ort

the dependents.

was authorized the

Board took comr:cendable r:recau ti on::' to safeguard
the welfare of the deI;endents by requiring the
submi::sion of

ap~raisals

of the value of the

property and full explanations regarding the uses
to which the money was to be put.
However, a chc:ck of the authorizations
of lump sum paYJllents in permanent partial cases
showed a different picture.

A chs;ck of tLe 55

perlllanent partial cases i!l tho sample s1:lowed that
lump sums Vlere given in 21 cases.

'1'he file showed

that the only thing that was submitted was a completed form Signed by the employee requesting that
the remaining money due him be paid in a lump sum.
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Only very vague. reasons such as

Umutua1

convenience

of the parties U or "to pay debts" were given,

In

each of these cases the paymEmt was authorized without a r'equiremt:nt of' any further verification of the
need involved.

In no cases among the permanent

rartia1 cases in the sample was a r8qu6st for a lump
SU,'Tl

payment refused, or even questioned.
'1'he distinction.in the handlin rr of the

two types of cases is apparently based upon the fact
that in the one case the request is being made by
a widow, infant children or other dependent relati ves, and in the other cas e it is being made by
the injured employee himself.
In each case where a lump sum award is
authorized, the employer is allowed to deduct 5;c
compounded interest on the theory that if the
money were held by him he would have it so invested during the time before the various payments
were due&that i twould be earning 5~;L

In the case

just mentioned where a lurnp sum of $4061.21 was
authori zed, tll ere was a los s of approximately
~575.00

to the dependents in the total amount of

benefi t they received as contras ted wi th

t} (;
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amount t:.ey would. have gotten if' the money had
been paid in installm6nts over the period of' 400
weeks.

During the later part of 1946 interest rates

in general were low and it is que.,:" ti onable v'lhether
the employer could. have invested the money at
Therefore on thi s as sll:'npti on it

Vi

5~L

ould be to tlle

advantage of' thE:; employer to encourage requests
f'or lwnp awn paY.:lents.
There has been considerable question among writers on the subject about the advisability
of' a lun1p sum payment in the ordinary cas e.

One

study.\'as made several years ago on this subject and
its conclusion was that in practically all of the
cas es the money was spent ill-advis edly and U)at
there was no long-l'un ao.':antage to the recipient
in getting the money in advance. 6

rx.'he contes ted

claims ar'e the only ones which normally come to
the personal attention of the; Board members for
any detailed consideration.

The great mass of' un-

contested cases are handled by the

a~~inistrative

staff which it'. directly responsible to tbe full-time

6. Dodd, Op Cit, p. 727,

7~?
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Executive Secretary of the Board.

When an accident

is rer;orted trey record it and open a file on it,
As the further' pafers, such as medi cal reports, are
submitted by the employer they are placed in tbe
prorer file.

When properly signed preliminary or

final agrc;ements arE; filed, they are

ch6cked for

aceuracy and if found to be in accordance with the
rrovlsior.s of the Act tree whole file is submitted
to the Boar'd, when it meets twice a month, for approval of the agreement.

If the papers submitted

show on their face that paymel1t has been at the
wrong rate or for an improper interval, the agreements ar'e retur'ned to the employer for cOl"recti-'n
before tlJ e agreements will be approved'3.nd thE:: cas e
elo,sed.

'1'he files sho'lred many case:.: wl:-ere it

neces .sary to wri te

th~;

subj ect before the agre

8mpl oyer
,~ent:J

;~any

ViaS

times on the

were re-subp;i t ted in

the rrorer form.
Wi tl;in thes b boundari es,

t~

e

~Nho1e

admin-

istration of the Board fUnctions with speed and
efficiency.

However, there are other items affeet-

ing the employee over which the Board has little
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influence in the uncontested case; in many cases
it does not receive adequate physician's reports
against w::,ict. it can compare the cO:::-'T'octness of
the provisiow] of the settlement;

it receive,,,,

little accounting of what money ir spent on medical
service or the caliber thereof, and it receives
Ii t tIe information concernin::" tl1e
re2ul':lri ty of benefi t par,entl:?

and

r:~'omptnes E\

In oy'der to a-

chi eve thes e the Workmen's ComI' ens a ti on Act

Vi

ould

ha7e to be made more stringent and a larger adrlinistrative personnel allotted.
whetJJe"~

The decision

this is neEJded and desirable res ts solely

wi U; the State Legislatur·e.
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aPPLiTDlX A

The purpose of this an::endix is to explain

t~e

methodology used in this study.
'The peri od f1'o'-,: July 1, 1946 to December

31, 1946 was sel ected for this study because it
would give a maximum nur:lber of cas es I'/hi ch had been
closed or were operating under a definitely agreed
upon and approved open agreement.

l.t is true that

a period prio:c to trle last half of 1946 would have
given a slightly greccter percentage of such cases.
Nevertheless if' 8uc'n a period had been selected it
would ante-date tl"le a;nendnent to the Act, effective
June 19, 1946.

This change made the Act virtually

compulsory in hazardous occupations and thus greatly increas ed the nUJnber of empl oyers operating under
the Act.
Having selected a per-iod for study which
combined the features of a maximum number of cases
opera ting under signed agree:nents wi til the maximurn
number of employers operating under tl'J.e Act, it was
next desired to select from the casee occurring
during this period a sa,llple which WQule. be a valid
cross-section of the entire universe of between
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9000 and lO,OOO.cases occurring during the period.
rr'he Regis ter maintained by the Board was
turned to in order to obtain a sample of cases.

It

was noted that the cases were numbered and entel"ed
in the Eegis tel' in the or-del' in whi ctl the accident
report was received by the Boal"d.

'l'he hegister

showed only the month and day on whtch the injur-y
occurred, not the date it ,was received by' tl1e Board.
However, only a few of the cases reported to the
Board pri or to File
to J'uly 1, 1946.

i'~umber

500,000 occurred pri or

Therefore this File Number was

used as a starting pOint.

Thereafter, a random se-

lectio;'l was made of every tenth file nwnber until
the File Number' 507,000 was reached.

By this point

there was a sharp increase in incidence of accidents occurring after December 31, 1946.

Therefore

it was fel t that approximately 70?S to 7 5~(, of the
accidents occur'ring in the six-month period had
been spanned in the selection of the 700 cases
from the Register.

Thi~

percentage is based upon

the previously mentioned estimation that between
9000 and 10,000 compensable injuries occurred during
the six-month period.
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Once information on the 700 cases had been abs tracted from the {'-egis ter, an examina ti on was begun of the information abstracted.
49 injuries occurred

eit~er

after December 31, 1946.

Of tlle 700 cases,

before July 1, 1946 or

In order to

maint~in

con-

sistency these 49 cases were discarded.
Of tl1e remaining G51 cases, it developed
that in 312 cases the Heg.ister contained only the
date of injury and the names of' the parties.

An

examination of the first few of these 312 verified
that only an employers r<eport had been filed.

,since

nei ther a pr'eliminary open agreement nor a final
agreement had ever been submitted to the Board these
files gave no indication of the probable extent
and duration of the disability.

It was felt tl:at

a detailed exrunination of these 312 files would be
unrewarding due to their fragmentary nature.

IIhere-

fore an intensive check was made of only tbe 3;S9
re>naining files, in which an agreement had been
signed.
However, before the labor of examining
these 339 files was begun an effort was made to make
a preliminary test of the adequacy of

tl~e

339 cases
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abstracted.

lJ.'he age of the worker is entered in

the hegister' in all cases where it is fu:r'nished in
the accident report..

Also the code numbers entered

in the hegister after an agreement is aprroved show
the type of injury and the nature of the injury.
In order to test the adequacy of the
sample tentatively selected, the methods were used
which are outlined by Lyn~on O. Brown in his book
on research. l This !'{ork reco;nmended that the three
tests of proportionality, cumulative frequency and
group rotation be used in testing the reliability of
a sample.
The next problem was to decide what factors
were of proper significance to the study to warrant
their being tested.

Age was selected as one be-

caus e from the time a wor}rer begins earning a li ving until he is well into middle age he generally
undergoes a steady increase in financial responsibili ties. 'The types of injury, such as fatal, per:.rnanent par'tial, etc., was selected because of the
1. Brown, L. )., 1(arketing Eesearch and AnalysiS,
(N.Y.),1£37.
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varying effect on the worker or his family "vvhich
results from these different types of injuries.
The nature of the injury, such as an abrasion, a
fracture, or an amputatlon, was selected because
injuries differ greatly in their disabling effect and
a disproportionate number- of anyone class would
tend to alter the results of the study.
In order to

te~t

for proportionality, it

was necessary to have sante verified group of statistics against which to compare the sample.

The

most satisfactory figures for this were to be found
in the Annual heport of the Department of Indust:::-ial
Rela ti ons for tile fis cal year 1946-47, w'.:i ch gave
statistics based on either thE; cases reported or the
cases closed during the year.

Thus an unknown number

of injuries occurring prior to July 1, 1946, were
included in these statistics.

The sample had not

includ6d such cases because of tt.e difference in
benefit r'ates and because

__,e compu:'_sory feature of

t~

the Act were not in effect prior to June 19, 1946.
For this reasonslightly different universes were
invol ved.
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'llhe comparis on between the two groups
from the standpoint of age was as follows:

Age

Hepor-ted
in fiscal
year

Under 16

Percentage Number in
of fiscal Sample
year

8

Percent- Differage of
ence
Sample

0.04

0

0.0

-0.04

16 - 18

329

1.7

8

2.4

~0.7

25

3215

16.6

52

15.3

-1.3

26 -35

5110

26.4

86

25.4

-1.0

36 - 45

4297

22.2

79

23.3

"'1.1

46 - 55

3033

15.7

58

17.1

+1.4

56 - 65

1466

7.6

25

7.4

-0.2

66 - 75

363

1.9

6

1.8

-0.1

Over 75

36

0.2

0

0.0

-0.2

l\jot Gi ven1461

7.6

25 .

7.4

-0.2

19

Of the 9710 cases closed

durin~

the fiscal

year the figures on the varying types of cases were
cOfnpared as followsj
flum er J.n /0 0
erercentSample ence
age of fis- sample
cal' ear

'l'ype Injury
'l'ota1
temporar'y

8218

84.6

281

82.9

-1.7

Permanent
partial

1389

14.3

55

16.2

~1.9

71

0.7

3

0.9

+0.2

Fatal
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The test for proportionality in the types of cases
show's a considerably higher share of
tial cases.

pe~m8.nent

par-

A factor in this is the fact that it

talces much longer to cl os e one of thes e cas e8, and
it can ce as E:u:med tba t many of the injuri e8 i21 the
annual report occurred during ttJe per'iod prior to
the clJaDze in the Act, ;'('hen fewer employers we:ce
opeY'atinp; under the Act.

The cases in the samr:le

all occurred after the change in the Act which
increased conformance by about 30~b.
When the proportionality was checked on
the natuY'e of the injury, the results were as follo-::s:

!~atu:,'-'e

1'7wnber' i'l PercentI: umber' 51'1 Percent- Differfiscal
age of
age of' fi3- Samrl e
ence
cal year
Sample
year

Amputation

461

2.4

14

4.0

~1.6

J:<ractur'e

2625

13.7

50

14.7

+1.0

Crushed

1248

0.5

26

7.6

+1.1

Sprain

3161

16.5

53

15.6

-0.9

Laceration

3700

19.3

63

18.6

-0.7

Cuts

1510

7.9

22

6.6

-1.3

Abrasions

3780

19.7

67

19.7

0.0

891

4.6

13

3.8

-0.8

9.2

31

9.1

-0.1

Burns

Unclassified 1760
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In all the cases checked for propor-

2.0;;.

tionality the va:r'iation was less than

'The

next tes t made was for cumula ti ve frequency. lJ:'his
was purely an internal cbeck and required no oU:e:::'
group of statistics for comparison.

It was used

to see if enougb cases were included in the s3Jrlple
and SOUgl'lt to eliminate the pof,sibili ty of (listorti on becaus e the s an-,pl e was too 81;la1l.

'This tes t

is based on thE;; theory that after' a certain point
is reacl:ed the addi ti on of further c:}.s es to tr,e
s3...'!lple will not greatly 9.1 tel' its over-all composition.

-,.Then this pOint is re'ciled L el'e is no gr'eat

value in

f'u::.~ther

increasing the size of tl.Le sample.

In order to make this test the 339 cases
in the tentative sanll:le were shl,lffled sever'al tirr,es
and then divided into ten grours of as nearly equal
size as poro,sible.

'Then some significant factor was

selected and a count was made in each group to see
how many times this factor- had occurred in the groups
counted an6

wh~t

percentage the incidence of occur-

rence was of the total number of

c~ses

counted.

In

general the amount of v-ariation found in the last
half of the cumula ti ve frequency tes t gives a

rOUrr~~
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appr-oximd tion of the probable limi ts of error vii thin the sample. 2
A check was made of the incidence of contusions, which was the most prevalent type of injury
and which is

~n

example of a mild injury.

The results

of a clleck of the ten groups was as follows:
Group
number
1

Frequency Cumulat:i,ve
Cumulative
of occur- :Frequency of number of
cases
rence
occurrence
3
3
34

Cumulative
percentage of
occurrence
8.8%

2

5

8

68

11.8

3

10

18

102

17.7

4

9

27

136

19.9

5

4

31

170

18.2

6

9

40

204

19.6

7

8

48

238

20.2

8

7

55

272

20.2

9

6

61

306

19.9

10

6

67

339

19.8

A further check was made of the incidence
of total temporarl injuries throughout the sample
with the following results:
2. Brown, Op Ci t, pp 312-18.
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Gy-OUP
number

Frequency CUlllu1I:J.tive
Curnu1 a ti ve CUlTIula ti ve
of occur- frequency of number of percentage of
renee
occur'rence
cases
OCCUl'rence

1

27

27

34

79.4t;

2

29

56

68

82.3

3

29

85

102

83.3

4

30

115

136

84.5

5

24

139

170

81.8

6

26

165

204

80.9

7

30

195

238

81.5

8

30

225

272

83.0

9

28

253

306

83.0

10

28

281

339

82.9

A further analysis was made of the total
temporary cases in which benefit

pa~Tt1ents

of less

than two weeks were raid witb the resul ts indicated as foll OV1S :
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GrouT Fl'equency
l,:uCfibe: . of occurrence

Cwml a ti ve Cwnulative
CumulEiti ve
frequency of nw-;i.ber of pel'cento.ge of
cases
occurrence
occu:~'l'ence

1

13

13

34

38.27;

2

16

29

68

42.6

3

16

45

102

44.1

4

19

64

136

47.1

5

14

78

170

45.9

6

15

93

204

45.6

7

20

113

238

47.5

8

14

127

272

46.7

9

18

145

306

47.4

10.

13

158

339

46.0

In all the cases tes ted by the cwnula ti ve
frequency method the hiE"hest variation in the last
hall' of the test was ~.l%.
The next test used was that of group
rotation. It also is deSigned to test the consistency with which a particular factor occurred
tbrouphout the tentative sample.

However it gees

fuy·thel-' than the cumula ti ve frequency method in that
tlH~

results are checkt-d i3.r"aj ns t a maxi::nUr.1. vari a ti on

which is derived from a statistical formula.

The
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number' of times the factor aprears in the sample
affects the me. xi mum vaY·i8.tion whiet is alloi'wtle.
'Ihe wor}:inp' of the fO:L'mula as t::,e size of the 8a:':1[le
is

increase~

has been reduced into a table in Brown's

'This table was relied on in detennin~ng the

text. 3

maximum alloHable difference in thb ['"J:°oup Y'otation
tests.

In using this test thE, S8.,.le division of the

swnple into ten groups of;aa nearly equal size as
po;:~;ible

was used.

l:alf in all the fi '/e

rl'he tcngrour:s were divided into
r'o~' ~

:i. bl e

~'lays

and when each

separation into two hnlves was made, the incidence
of s 0:l8 fS.ctor in each half was counted and tte
difference of frequency of occurrence in each rlalf
was counted and noted.
quency

ViaS

This difference in fre-

then compared wi th the maximum allowable

difference talren from tr:.e table in l3::.:'own f s text.
In each case this last factor was dependent on tbe
rroporti on of the smal:J

e~;

t numbe::.' of OCCUY'rences

in one half to half of tr>e whole sa;,rle.

'I'he tatle

showed t}::~a t as thi 2 l~ror.oy·ti on travelled from 50;;:
in the direction of either 100% or zero, the size
of the waximum allowable difference decl"eased.
3. Brown, Or Cit, p. 322.
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A tes .t was first made of the distribution of the occurrence of total teI:lfol-ar;t:

t~~Y'ough-

out the sHmrle 8.nd tbe folJ. owing results found:

Groups F:req. of GrOurS/Fre q • )f Dif. of ISma1l,- .'T..lax.
loecur.
occur.
occur. ~~ e t 0",.,
ofl A110wabJ e
/~'
loccur. I dif. of
...'
\
I occur.
c<

1.,.-'

l--l

"~r

1 2 3 4 5

139

6 7 8 9 10

142

3

81.8

14

2 3 4 5 6

138

7 8 9 10 l

143

5

81.1

14

3 4 5 6 7

139

8 9 10 1 2

142

3

81.8

14

4 5 6 7 8

141

9 10 1 2 3

140

1

82.7

14

5 6 7 8 9

138

10 1 2 3 4

143

5

81.1

14

The test for consistency of groups
ma.de for the entire oc currence of
~

contu~~

w~s

ions:

I

Groups Fr·eq. of l Grou:psl Freq. of bif.of!Small- I Kax.
I
Ii es t Ie
of
) 1n 1
'oceur'.
Oli
_.OWa. bl e
oceur. I
loceur.
I! occur. !I Q~
,. f
•
0f
i
1
L_
-'''''-1
,
I
I
I oecur.

!

~'-'\

1 2 3 4 5

31

6 7 8 9 10

36

5

18.3),,:

15

2 3 4 5 6

37

7 8 9 10 1

30

7

17.7

15

3 4 5 6 7

40

8 9 10 1 2

27

13

16.0

15

4 5 6 7 8

37

9 10 1 2 3

30

7

17.7

15

5 6 7 8 9

34

10 1 2 3 4

33

1

19.5

15

The vEu'ia ti ons for total temporary cas es
in which benefi t payments were made for tw'o weeks
or

1es~:

was founei. to be:
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Groups Freq.Ofj GrOUPSl Freq. of Dif. of .:;mall1:ax.
occur. ,
occur. occur. es t ;~, of' allowable
i
occur.
d:i.f. of
occur.
1
---I

I

1 2 3 4 5

78

6 7 8 9 10

80

2

45.9%

18

234 5 6

80

7 8 9 1'J 1

78

2

45.9

18

3 4 5 6 7

84

8 9 10 1 2

74

10

43.5

18

4 5 6 7 8

82

9 10 1 2 3

76

6

4il.6

18

5 6 7 8 9

81

10 1 2 3 4.

77

4

45.2

18

A group rotation was also made of the

homogeniety of the occurrence of Fractur'es thl'oughout the sample:
~
t

Groups! Freq.of' Groups Freq.of Dif. of Small- 'Va
IlIJ x i mlL'll
5;;
occur.
est
of!
allowable
occ-ur.
occur.
oceur.
dif. of
,i
I
occur •
.1._
12.3;0
10
11
1 2 3 4 5 30 6 7 8 9 10 20

I

I

2 3 4 5 6

28

7 8 9 10 1

22

6

13.5

11

3 4 5 6 7

24

8 9 10 1 2

26

2

13.2

11

4 5 6 7 8

21

9 10 1 2 3

29

8

12.9

11

5 6 7 8 9

24

10 1 2

26

2

13.2

11

~

v

4

Since none of these tests gave any great
indication of unr'eliability in t?-: tentatively selccted s8.i;'r,le, it
ious

te~ts

vlert:

ex&~-,ined

Vias

ciecided that it met Ue var-

of validit;-{.

ti on to.1,· en fr,.)

Ther'cf'ore U'e

3~)S

in full and the more detailed
them.

files
i~,forma-

